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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes a study to help member States

compare their expenditures on educational facilities and to analyze
their capital costs in the context of national resollrces and
educational and social objectives. Sponsored by UNESCO, the study
covered 14 UNESCO member States in Africa, Asia, and Latin America;
and included visits to some 100 secondary schools, the bulk of which
were constructed during 1960-70. The report attempts to help
educational administrators understand the value of undertaking
surveys of this type and the importance of making the planning of
educational facilities an integral part of their educational planning
activities. The appendixes will be of particular interest to
architects, engineers, and administrators responsible for the design
and construction of educational buildings. (Author)
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The new series of Educational Studies and Docu-
ments is a continuation of the series of fifty-three
;lags which appeared. between 1953 and 1965 and
which contained' such diverse material as reports
of seminars, national or regional studies, biblio-
graphies, accounts of original experiments in edu-
cation, practical handbooks, monographs, direc-
tories, formal programmes of international co-
operation, etc.

The numerous letters received from m any coun-
tries expressing disappointment when the collec-
tion was discontinued would seem to indicate that
these studies served a purpose and met a need.
Some still provide valuable material for the brief-
ing of experts passing through Unesco Headquarters,
or information of use to those already working in
the field.

It has therefore been decided to resume publi-
cation as from 1971 and to issue six studies a year.

Printed in 1971 in the Workshops of the
United Nations Educational,

'Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Place de Ponte Joy, Paris 7e, Prance
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Spanish if the subject dealt with is of particular in-
terest to Latin America. They are designed not
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tising teachers, educational administrative person-
nel, experts on missipn, etc. ), national document-
ation centres and institutes of education, but als
for this or that sector of the general public, accord-
ing to the subject treated.

In addition to the various types of material
published in the collection between 1953 and 1965,
as mentioned above, the new series of Educational
Studies and Documents will include papers prepared
for the General Conference or for international or
regional conferences at ministerial level, studies
or surveys relating to activities undertaken in the
field or carried out in implementation of a particu-
lar project and, generally speaking, material likely
to interest a wider public than was intended ir the
first case.
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PREFACE

In view of the large investments that developing
countries are making in secondary school construc-
tion, both from thelr own funds and with loans ob-
tained from outside sources, Unesco has felt for
some time that steps should be taken to help deve-
loping countries ensure that they obtained the best
value for the money spent in this field. An essen-
Ual first step was to undertake a study that would
help Member States to compare their expenditures
on educational facilities and to analyse their capital
costs in the context of national resources and edu-
cational and social objectives.

The following report is a highly concentrated
summary of such a study. It was sponsored by
Unesco, covered 14 Unesco Member States in Africa,
Asia and Latin America, and included visits to
some 100 lecondary schools, the bulk of which
were constructed during the First, Development
Decade, 1960-1970.

The survey work was carried out at Unescols
request by the three Unesco-sponsored regional
educational building centres; the Regional School
Building Centre for Latin America (CONESCAL),
Mexico City, Mexico; the Regional Educational
Building Institute for Africa (REBIA) in Khartoum,
Sudan; and the Asian Regional Institute for School
Building Research (ARISBR) in Colombo, Ceylon. The
original methodology was developed by CONESCAL
although the data sheets, calculation methods and
definitions of terms were mutually agreed by the
three centres as well as Unescols Department of
Planning and Financing of Education. These will
be found in Annexes I and n of the present report.
The raw data was collected and compiled by the
professional staff of the centres while an architec-
tural firm, Hutton and Rostron, of London, United
Kingdom, was charged with processing the data and

drawing conclusions from the comparisons between
countries, between types of schools, etc. This
firm also prepared the draft cin Which the report is
based. The views expressed therefore are not ne;
cessarily those of Unesco.

The three Unesco-supported regional centres
have subsequently been able to utilize the informa-
tion obtained to advise Member States on how they
might obtain better cost effectiveness from their in-
vestments in educational plant.

This report has been written for educational
administrators so that they may understand the
value of undertaking surveys of this type as well
as the importance of making the planning of educa-
tional facilities an integral part of their educational
.planning activities. The annexes will be of parti-
cular interest to architects, engineers and admini-
strators responsible for the design and construc-
tion of educational buildings and will indicate me-
thods for examining and evaluating their work. It
is also hoped that agencies financing educational
facilities construction will be able to apply some
of the technics of this study when preparing or
evaluating projects.

The report has been prepared as a part of
Unescots programme of providing information ser-
vices to Member States in respect of educational
buildings. This service includes the collection and
redistribution of technical reports prepared by
Member States as well as by the above-mentioned
regional centres. However, where there is a lack
of published information in certain fields, Unesco
undertakes the necessary studies and distributes
the results in report form. Thus, Unesco expects
from time to time to publish the results of studies
on physical facilities for education in this series.
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INTRODUCTION

The capital investments made in education can
strongly influence - and possibly determine - the
future of developing countries.

Education is frequently given such a high
priority that it absorbs 25 to 30 per cent of the na-
tional budget, and 1st is not uncommon for a coun-
try wita a rapidly expanding educational programme
to divert from 15 to 25 per cent of its educational
budget to construction. Thus school,building con-
struction alone might account for 33/4 to 71/2 per
cent of the government's expenditure. This in it-
self demonstrates the need for stringent cost con-
trol in countries where every peso, dinar or rupee
spent must somehow contribute to social and eco-
nomic development.

But it is not enough simply to restrain expen-
diture - it is also essential to ensure that capital
investments give maximum benefits. Is this sub-
stantial investment being made in buildings that
will have to be rebuilt or replaced in only a few
years? Is expensive physical plant being allowed
to lie idle most of the time? Are the new buildings
designed in such a way that they oblige the country
concerned to teach groups of 30 or 40 children In
self-contained class.rooms for the lifetime of the
buildings (which may mean 50 or 100 years)?

The data included in this report generally
suggest that the work done to date should be merely
the beginning of Unescols effort to help Member
States get better value out of their capital invest-
ments in education. In almost every country,
secondary school space is being under-utilized.
In many countries, the administrative machinery
responsible for the implementation of school con-
struction programmes was found to be so badly in
need of reorganization and restaffing that the cost
study was put aside to permit the investigators to
give short national courses on how to improve
management procedures as well as school design.
It was also learned that countries with low Gross
National Products per capita often spend larger
amounts per student place when constructing new
schools than do wealthier countries.

There were 119 topics for each of the 100
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schools visited in (tonnexion with the presen study,
making a total of some 11, 900 potential data items
(Appendix III lists the topics and Appendix IV gives
an approximate geographic description of the coun-
tries included in the study). Unfortunately, data on
al1119 topics were not obtainable for every school
since many Member States did not have all the in-
formation requested. The amount and nature of
this unobtainable data rendered the study less il-
luminating than had originally been hoped. On the
other hand, it is hoped that the difficulty in gather-
ing data will have served to let Member States
know the importance of keeping accurate records
on future school construction projects, not to make
future studies easier but Lo enable ministries to es-
tablish adequate cost controls for the construction
of future educational plants.

A few words are in order to brief the layman
and educational administrators on the technical as-
pects of this work and to point out the usefulness
and the limitations of this study.

First, it is essential to understand that school
building costs have two sources: (1) the amount
of building area that is provided in relationship to
the number of students using that area, and (2) the
cost per square metre of building on that area.
These two elements are often combined to give a
cost per student. However, one conclusion drawn
from this study is that while cost per pupil figures
may be useful as a unit of measure for planning
within a single councry, they can be highly mis-
leading for a comparative study. This is because
cost per pupil f gures mix two unrelated elements,
one of which (.-.r3st per m2) is highly difficult to
control in developing economies. The reasons
why construction prices are difficult to control in-
clude a shortage of private contractors, the in-
ability of many MinAtries of Public Works to pro-
vide accurate cost data on their projects, highly
volatile prices in respect of imported materials,
and occasional spurts of uncontrolled inflation
in the building industry. As a consequence of
these and other factors, no one has yet found,
to our knowledge, a truly satisfactory way of
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comparing construction costs between two coun-
tries.

On the other hand, children are largely uni-
form in size from one region to the next and, for
better or for woese, the content and methods used
in secondary education are sufficiently similar the
world over to permit us to make valid comparisons
between the space provided per student. Indeed the
implications arising from this half of the cost for-
mula are highly significant for developing countries.
By achieving higher utilization of space built, most
countries could easily increase enrolment in their
secondary schools by 30 per cent. Furthermore,
corridor and administrative spaces in many schools
could be pared down enough to reduce by 10 to 20
per cent the surface area of the buildings in a
school,

In short, we feel that some countries could re-
duce by as much as 50 per cent the amount of edu-
cational space required per student. On the other
hand, power to lower the cost of construction per
metre by more than 5 or 10 per cent is seldom in
the hands of those responsible for school building
programmes.

The important message of this report, there-
fore, concerns basic educational policies that will
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have repercussions throughout the educational es-
tablishment. Better utilization of school space
will mean having the school building open more
hours of each day. That, in turn, will necessitate
raising staff work loads or requiring some teach-
ers to eorne earlier or stay later than others, On
the other hand, by increasing the capacity of school
buildings, enrolments are increased and this in
turn will oblige administrators to increase the
teaching staff and the recurrent budget - or to
increase class size, Yet another policy decision
that will need to be made by governments concerns
utilization of the savings derived from building less
space per student, Some countries might divert
these savings to create an improved educational
environment with more teaching aids, more gen-
erous teaching areas, furaiture adapted to modern
teaching methods, improved acoustical treatments
for ceilings and floors, etc. Others will wish to
take advantage of such savings to increase the ca-
pacity of their school system. It is evident, there-
fore, that educational plans cannot be drawn up
without taking buildings into consideration and,
similarly, school building cannot be planned with-
out considering economic, demographic and educa-
tional developments.



FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY

The following is a summary of the findings of the
study based on comparisons made between various
topics included in the study. Several important
graphs and charts are included to illustrate more
fully the nature of the data collected. For those
who wish to go more deeply into the collected data,
Appendix V contains a number of graphs with com-
ments. The reader is cautioned against regarding
the median values found in the study as acceptable
standards. For the most part, they should not be
regarded as planning standards and we have made
an effort to point out those weaknesses in present
practices which appear to be flagrantly out of line
with good school building policies.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
SCHOOLS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

There are considerable differences between the
countries studied in respect of geographical and
climatic conditions, Natural resources in the form
of materials affect the size, form and method of
construction of buildings. The overall costs and
effects of different building methods need further
study, although the country reports show that in
many countries a school building only has to serve
as a simple shelter, sometimes not even internally
subdivided to provide separate rooms. Generally,
performance standards appear to be limited to
sound control between rooms and control of day-
lighting levels and solar heat gain. Local mate-
rials and methods of construction are important as
they willhave evolved to suit the climate. Imported
designs and methods often create problems, espe-
cially where lightweight structures with large win-
dow areas are substituted for heavy masonry con-
struction,

It would seem that careful development of local
techniques is required, using selected imported
components and materials, The use of steel for
reinforcement, beams and trusses is a good ex-
ample, as in some countries the lack of timber
beams of sufficient length has restricted the width
of classrooms.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
METHODS

Schools surveyed have been designed by architects
and engineers in Europe, by government public
works departments and local architects, and on the
spot by local contractors. The colonial history of
many countries is responsible for producing the
systems now operating, as regards both educE.tion
and school design. The present needs of the coun-
tries concerned do not seem to have led to signifi-
cant changes in the organization of the secondary
school system or the type and standard of school
buildings erected.

The next decade, however, promises to bring
about substantial changes n education and thus
buildings of continuing value will be those which
make it possible to change the size and shape of
teaching areas with minimum difficulty.

This study shows how school space and cost
standards, and the utilization of space and teach-
ers, vary considerably between countries. Colonial
traditions seem to be exercising too strong an in-
fluence over present school construction standards.
In Africa and Asia, the lack of trained local archi-
tects and engineers in many countries may be a
cause and ( *.e which will take time to remedy. In
the meantime, the use of sophisticated designers
and construction methods when the school building
problems are really quite simple means that value
for money is not always obtained.

NATIONAL POLICIES ON SECONDARY
EDUCATION

The study was not intended to cover details of
coun,ries educational policies but unless these
are taken into account it is difficult to interpret
the great differences in standards found by the
survey teams,

Education, especially secondary education,
is apparently considered "worthwhile" by the coun-
tries covered in the study since all are making
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substantial efforts to increase oecondary education.
However, the execution of national economic deve-
lopment policies requires that national education
policy be considered alongside investment in agri-
culture and industrial development, Thus, two
main considerations affecting school building follow
from a nation's policy for economic development,
the first being the number of children to be educated
and trained for particular rbles in government, in-
dustry and agriculture, and the second being the
type of curricula needed,

PROPORTION RECEIVING SECONDARY
EDUCATION

The proportion of the population in the age range of
12 to 18 receiving secondary edtication in the dif-
ferent countries varies from around 2 per cent to
over 50 per cent. All the countries have fast-
growing populations and merely to ,naintain the
present proportions: requires large and continuous
school building programmes.

Cc..6, and space standards vary greatly, sug-
gesting that some nations are content to limit the
number a extra places in new schools and main-
tain high building standards, while others manage
to build at abcut one-tenth of the cost per place in
order to enlarge the numbers ,in secondary schools
as quickly as possible,

From Graph 20 (Appendix V) it can be seen
that some of the poorer countries provide more
generous school facilities than those with consider-
ably greater wealth. Consequently, it seems evi-
dent that the latter have consciously or unconsciously
decided as a matter of policy not to provide secon-
dary education for a large aegment of their popula-
tions, To increase secondary school enrolment
substantially will require a major change. in the
standards of facilities required,. It seems prob-
able from this study that certain of the poorer coun-
tries could increase the proportion of the popula-
tion receiving secondary education without increas-
ing the present level of expenditures for physical
plant.

In many countries, a very small proportion of
girls from 12 to 18 attend school: 19 per cent in
one country where 43 per cent is the complemen-
tary figure for boys. The number of children bet-
ween 12 and 18 years old is increasing by about 5
to 10 per cent in most countries,

TYPES OF SCHOOL

The types of schools studied were deliberately
chosen to cover the following:
General secondary:

st cycle (entry after approximately 5 years of
primary school);

second cycle (entry after approximately 8 years
of previous schooling);
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teacher-training institutions requiring between
six and twelve years of prior schooling for entry;

technical secrldary with the following specialities:
agricultural, industrial, commercial, vocational,
home economics.

Considerable differences in the age of entering
and leavins secondary school have been noted.
The curriculum followed and hence the form of the
school building will be influenced by the age of pu-
pils. Most of the schools studied are general
secondary schools, the remainder being technical
secondary schools and a few teacher-training
schools or colleges, Schools may or may not be
co-educational, In general, the smaller and more
expensive schools are for either boys or girls and
are often boarding schools in rural or suburban
areas; co-educational schools are usually larger
day schools in urban areas,

LOCATION OF SCHOOLS

The contrast between urban and rural locations is
marked mid often reflects the density of population.
Boarding schools are only found in countries with
densities below 40 persons per km2, 80 per cent
of those studied being in suburban or rural areas.
Seventy-four per cent of day schools are in urban
areas.

However, a scattered or rural population
does not necessitate boarding schools. Some coun-
tries build rural co-educa Lionel day schools for
300 to 500 pupils where the proportion of 12- to
18-year-olds attending school is high enough to
make this feasible.

SIZE OF SCHOOLS

The schools studied have from 30 to 2, 380 enrolled
pupils. The median size of schools is between
400 and 700 ,pupils. Technical schools tend to be
larger and teacher-training schools smaller than
this median but it is not possible from the survey
data to relate school size to any particular type of
curriculum. Twenty-five per tent of urban schools
studied work two shifts, these being all in Asian
countries. The median size for two-shift schools
is about 1, 000 pupils per shift, only one or them
having under 400 per shift,

In the African region, the median size school
has about 800 pupils, in the Asian region, 700 pu-
pils and in Latin Am6rica about 800 pupils. The
Asian median is about 1, 200, if both shifts of two-
shift schools are included.

CURRICULUM CONTENT

To simplify the collection of data, curriculum
content was not fully covered by the national re-
ports. Only four main categorieq have been



considered when examining spaee requirementh:
subjects taught in general classrooms; subjects
needing special classrooms, e, g, art or craft work;
sciences needing laboratories, and technical sub-
jects needing workshops.

It is probable that the standard of the curricula
in different countries varies enormously, The
term "secondary education" covers all sehooth with
pupils over the age of 12, The proportion of the
national population in the 12 to 18 age group in
these schools is usually small and most of thk.m are
following an academic course, Prom the national
reports, it seems that pract4nal work is very li-
mited and most teaching is formal classroom
methods. Many schools have accommodation for
practical work but apparently lack of equipment
and materials prevents full use being made of it.

The above is substantiated by the levels of
utilization of the four types of spaces. The typical
academic curriculum uses general classrooms for
80 per cent of the school week (2.7 hours per pupil
group on the average), The need for special class-
rooms has not been proved. In a large school this
type of space can be fully used and the materials
used by pupils are collected together. There is no
reason why general classrooms cannot provide for
all "special" subjects if some additional, possibly
mobile facilities are provided. Laboratory utiliza-
tion is usually low: a median figure of 18 hours
(66 per cent of the average school week of 27 hours ) .
Pupils use laboratories between 2 and 5 hours per
week in most schools.

Workshops are found in technical and some
general secondary schools. In the four schools
where their use was recorded, workshops were
used for an average of only 9 hours per week.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OP
SCHOOL BUILDING

As a spin-off from the study, the investigators
made a number of recommendations to governments
on how to improve the administration of their school
building programmes. Only in Latin Ameriea did
the investigators find Idequate information on ma-
terials and labour cosi s ensure that costh could
be estimated and detailed cost controls maintained.
A number of governments were plagued with over-
charging by contractors and material suppliers,
contractor bankruptcy and poor w.orkmanship.

Some of the States have building.regulations
which seem unsuited to schools. This seems to be
particulany Lrus of by-laws covering room height,
stair sizes and means of escape, It appears that
many of these standards are merely a statement of
limitations imposed by traditional building forms
(e. g. the absence of log timbers in one State has
led to a building code which limits classroom width
to 4.9 metres). What th needed instead are per-
formance standards based on environmental, hy-
giene and safety considerations and taking account

of the way in which modern school buildings should
be used, Again, changes will come more slowly
than is desirable, but it would seem essential that
a large number of Member States take a serious
look at their building regulations and update them
to conform with modern educational techniques
and modern building technology.

UTILIZATION OP RESOURCES

The ratio between the number of pupils and the
number of teachers is known for all the schools
studied and varies from 10; 1 to 27;1. Larger
schools tend to have the higher ratio but smaller
schools can have from 11:1 to 25:1. The lowest
number of pupils per teacher occurs in single-sex
boarding schools.

Teacher contact hours are known for less than
half the schools and vary from 8 to 19 hours,
Teachers with the least contact hours usually work
in Fl chools with a low pupil/teacher ratio, which
indicates that advantage has not been taken of
smaller group sizes.

The reason given for the low working hours
of teachers is that many of them are specialists
and have only a limited number cf groups to teach
each week. The hours worked by a specialist are
determined by the size of the school and the cur-
riculum. In one country, to build schbols of a
fixed size around a standard national curriculum
and to keep specialist teachers fully employed,
would increase the specialist teacher contact hours
by 40 per cent, that is from 10 to 14 hours per
weex.

It is probable that the number of teachers is
the main determinant of the number of children who
can be educated in a country. It is therefoi e dif-
ficult to see why teacher utilization is so low, es-
pecially in countries with few secondary schools,

proup size

Teachers are in limited supply. In theory the
larger the group taught, the more children can be
educated but the teacher is unable to give as much
individual attention. Average group size in the
schools studied varies from 28 to 42 but some
groups number as many as 50 pupils, It happens
that the teachers who teach the larger groups work
longer hours. The strain on an individual teacher
can be measured in pupil contact hours, the range
found being from 220 to 760 per week.

Pupil& working week

Pupils spend from 23 to. 34 hours in classrooms.
The time spent in sports, reading in libraries or
private study is not known. No correlation bet-,
ween teachers and pupils' working hours is ap-
parent.

The school week is not known for all schools

,
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but usually consists of six days with between 3,0
and 5, 3 pupil hours per day, Even if all spaces
are fully utilized during the working day the over-
all utilization mast be considered low as compared
with a potential day of 12 daylight hours,

ktensit of tyEaLof

It is not possible to evaluate the overall use of a
school but the use made of educational space in ac-
cordance with the time-table, including general and
special classrooms, laboratories and workshops,
can be measured, and ranges from under 10 hours
to over 32 hours per week. The meMir value is
17.75Tours or under 3 hours per day. Schools
showing a low figure usually have special class-
rooms and laboratories which are used far less
than general classrooms,

Two reasons for under-utilization of educa-
tional space seem to exist. One is that clabsrooms
are designed to take a set number of pupils even
though the number in a year decreases as pupils
get older, itegroupihg of classes in later years
can reduce under-use of the area per seat in large
schools,

A second reason is that, although on the aver-
age pupils spend 80 per cent of the week in general
classrooms, each class generally has its own room,
If laboratories and special classrooms were used
for general teaching and as class bases it could in-
crease utilizatior, appreciably.

Time-tabling

The demands of a curriculum can make time-tabling
a difficult operation. Different numbers of pupils
in each year with different types of courses, each
course having opt4.ons, result in the administrators
demanding extra teaching spaces just to make the
time-tabling easy. Logically, the reverse also
seems to occur and the curriculum is restricted in
order to simplify time-tabling.

The reports indicate that rooms must be pro-
vided to suit the numbers using them. If different
group sizes are to be accommodated, and there is
also a need for some rooms to be specially equip-
ped as laboratories and workshops, better methods
of time-tabling are needed.

A more flexible approach to special facilities
seems to be needed, Special use may make a room
unsuitable for other purposes but many needs can
be served by having mobile equipment and furniture
and by grouping simple teaching spaces around spe-
cial iacilities such es stores and preparation rooms,

Although not always ideal from the point of
view of sound transfer, the use of large divisible
rooms needs to be explored and also the teaching
of several small groups in one large space,
Use_ of comtnA_$m tows

A large proportion of the area of many schools is
in the form of communal space - halls, dining room,
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library and kitchen - and very few details of the
use made of such space are available, Greeter
utilization can be aohieved by introducing two shifts
or overlapping shifts, The relationship between
school and local community life was not covered
in the study but a et nndary school should be a
social and cultural ceni,re for an area and utiliza-
tion of communal space for adult courses in the
evening is also possible.

AMOUNT OF SPACE

The most detailed information obtained concerns
the amount of space in schools, subdivided into
different categories. Space is most easily ana-
lysed per pupi) or per teacher.

The schools surveyed have from less than 2m2
to over 12m2 per pupil, A few schools with Nell
over 12m2 have enrolments of far less than the
stated design capacity. The smaller schools have
the larger areas per pupil and tend to be single-
sex boarding schoo/s.

Different types of schools have different me-
dian values: general secondary, 4 to 5m2; tech-
nical 6 to 8m2; and teacher-training schools over
8m2 Per pupil. Boarding schools with 6 to 8m2
havi twice the median area per pupil available in
day schools.

The total space in a school can be conveniently
divided into educational (classrooms, laboratories
and special classrooms) and other areas which in-
clude circulation space, communal, administra-
tive and service space,

Educational space

Educational wace per pupil, comprising general
and special classrooms, laboratories and workshops,
tends to be less in schools with large enrolments.
The median value is between 2 and 3m2 per pupil
enrolled with about 4m2 in technical schools. The
range is from lrn2 to over 4m2, the total area of
the school per pupil being normally about twice the
educational area,

General classrooms

The area per station(1) or seat in general class-
rooms is an important generator of area per pupil
since general classroom utilization is usually as
high as 80 per cent, Area per student in each
room (station area) ranges from 1m2 to over 2m2,
75 per cent having less than 1, 75rn2, The median
value is about 1, 5m2,

General classrooms are usually planned to seat
35 or 40 pupils, Studies in which the area is

Trrne term "station" is used to indicate the area
per work place (or seat) while the term "place"
is used to indicate the space available per en-
rolled pupil,



derived from desk size and armngement were given
in sow.: reports, The body size of pupils is impor-
tant, considerable variations occurring between
different ages and races, so that it is unwise to
give fixed standards,

The area per pupil in general classrooms (1, e,
student stations actually occupied) reflects the
utilization of these rooms and is found to be bet-
ween 1 and 22 per pupil, usually only a little less
than the area per station.

Special classrooms

Over 60 per cent of the schools have special class-
rooms and these account for up to 1. 5m2 per pupil
in the case of schools with cnrolments between 200
and 400, decreasing to between O. 5m2 and 0, 25m2
for the largest schools,

The designation of special rooms seems to go
hand-in-hand with specialist teachers and one won-
ders if general classrooms could serve equally
well providing storage and display facilities were
available.

Laboratories and workshops

The provision of laboratories for science teaching
and workshops for technical subjects is justified
provided the curriculum allows pupils to engage in
practical work. However, if science is taught by
demonstration, the large area per station, i. e. a
median between 2 and 3m2, is wasteful. General
classrooms could be planned with science bays and
mobile benches.

Laboratory space accounts for areas between
0. 2 and 1. 52 per pupil enrolled, again the smaller
schools having the larger areas. It is notable that
some countries have several schools without lab-
oratories.

Few schools studied have workshops, but where
they do exist the area per place is from 0.2 to 2m2,
and station area from 1. 5 to over 9m2.

With such large station areas, it is necessary
to design workshops around their particular func-
tion and to make them as adaptable as possible to
allow full utilization.

Circulation space

Circulation space is necessary only to link useful
spaces. Judging by the survey data it appears to
be difficult to control. Some single-storey schools
manage without any circulation area by havina di-
rect access from classrooms to outside. Other
schools have up to 2m2 per pupil.

Circulation areas of up to 46 per cent of the to-
tal area were recorded in some schools, This is
an extremely high proportion and even the median
of 27 per cent is excessive for this marginal func-
tion. School designers should make every possible
effort to reduce circulation areas to less than 20
per cent and, at the same time to plan circulation

areas so that they can be used for other functions
such as classroom overflow, project areas for
small groups, project display, etc,

Communal, administrative and service
spa_ce.

The survey shows great variations in space stan-
dards for these functiors. Some schools have
large assembly halls with a greater area per pu-
pil than is found in many whole schools, The
greater area per pupil normally found in small
schools is often due to the inclusion of these types
of space,

Dining rooms account for large amounts of
communal space which could be used more effec-
tively if students were seated in shifts or if a cafe-
teria service were used.

SCHOOL SITING

Form of building!

Schools studied are up to four storeys high. Small
schools b.nd rural schools tend to be single-storey
structures: three- and four-storey buildings gen-
erally occur only in densely populated urban areas.
Two-storey buildings seem uneconomic since they
do not conserve much land as compared with single-
storey buildings, need more circulation space and
tend to cost more per m2 to build.

Many schools are built with separate blocks
serving different functions. This allows phased
building to take place. Careful siting can ensure
sheltered spaces between buildings and adequate
facilities for ventilation. Single-sided open-access
balconies are commonly found in multi-storey
schools. These are often responsible for the large
circulation areas already noted. If more compact
designs with rooms on both sides of the corridors
are proposed they need to be carefully considered
to make sure thermal performance is not sacri-
ficed.

Site area

Site area per pupil varies for 63 schools studied
from 4 to 4, 000rn2. The median figure is 30m2
per pupil but the extent of sports area included is
not known, Single-storey and two-storey schools
have median areas of about 60m2, three-storey
schools have about 25m2 and four-storey about
16m2 per pupil. These figures reflect the pres-
sure on land in the neighbourhood of the schools
in question,

LIVING ACCOMMODATION

Thirty-three of the schools surveyed have board-
ing accommodation. The number of boarders is
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not always known, so the area per pupil may not
reflect the amount of space allocated to one pupil.
Staff houses are often provided and can form about
4 to 14m2 per pupil, some correlation being found
between day school area and living area. The total
school area for boarding schools is from about 9 to
27m2 per pupil in comparison to day schools with a
median area of between 3 and 4m2.

COST

Survey teams had great difficulty in obtaining cost
information, Records were often not available or
s nattered amongst several goyernment departments .
Although the methodology allows for cost-of-living
indices to be applied, these were not available and
all costs are expressed in US dollars using current
exchange rates, One case study of total cost (in-
cluding recurrent as well as capital costs) was pro-
duced and will be found at the end of this chapter.

Cost per pull

The net cost per pupil is found to vary from about
$50 to $2, 100, the median value being $250 per
pupil. A comparison with GNP per capita in every
country shows cost per pupil to be approximately
equal to 50 per cent of the GNP figure. Schools in
countries with GNP per capita of less than $100
tend to have much higher costs per place, the me-
dian figure being $350. This may be because sec-
ondary education is limited in these countries and
schools are prestige buildings.

Regional differences are significant:
. the

African median is about $350 per pupil, the Asian
median is about $120 and the Latin American about
$240.

Type of school

The median cost of technical secondary. schools is
$400 per pupil, almost tivice as 'much as the me-
dian cost of general secondary schools. Co-
educational schools have a median cost per pupil
of about $120 which contrasts with a figure of $350
for boys' or girls! schools.

Boarding schools have a median cost of over
$500 per pupil for day school space.

Cost per_pupil and size of school

Cost per pupil tends to be less in schools with a
larger enrolment, although schools throughout the
whole size range have been built for under $100
per pupil, The median values found are:

Number of pupils Cost per pupil

200 460
600 290

1, 000 200
1, 800 100
2, 200 70

Cost per m2

The cost range for schools studied is from $22.6
to $197 per m2. This is partially a reflection of
varying standards, the lowest cost schools being
open-hall shelters with low exterior walls and few
or no interior partitions, while the most expen-
sive schools are liable to be of reinforced con-
crete frame construction, fully glazed and partially
air-conditioned. The range also reflects the sub-
stantial economic differences between countries -
a dollar buys a lot more in some countries than in
others though it was not possible to quantify this
difference. The surprising result of the compari-
son of costs per mz, however, is that schools
which have comparatively high costs per m2 also
have relatively high areas per student. Herein
lies the explanation of the staggering 4, 000 per
cent variation in cost per pupil noted above ($50
to $2,100).

THE MEDIAN CCHOOL

The data below indicates the range of values found
for the main topics and the median value for each.
These median values are not put forward as accept-
able standards but they are useful as indications
of how a particular school compares with the sur-
vey sample.

Topic Range of values
-¢

9 Number of enrolled pupils

12 Pupil/teacher ratio
45 Pupils/group
65 Hours/group
66 Hours/teacher

Area: pupil m2

16 net

Lowest

30

10:1

28

23

8

1:4

Highest

2, 380

27: 1

42

34

19

38

Median

700

20: 1

36

27

15

6, 0 100%
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Topic Range of values

Lowest Highest Median

23 educational 1 12 2.6 44%

24 communal 0 12 0.8 )

25 administration 3 0.4 ) 33%

26 service 0 4 0.8 )

27 circulation 0 6 1.4 24%

19 general classrooms 0.9 5

20 special classrooms 2 0,4

21 laboratories 0 1,6 0.7

22 workshops 0 6

Area: station m2

33 general classrooms 1 2.9 1,5

34 special classrooms 1,5 4,8 2.1

35 laboratories 1 5 3.0

Hours/group

67 general classrooms 15 29 20

68 special classrooms 8.7 3.5

69 laboratories 0 8 3,9

79 Cost: pupil $ 49 2,100 250

95 Cost: m2 $ 22.6 197 50

The utilization of the educational area of the
hours per week.

omposite median school has been calculated at 18.9

TOTAL LIFE COST STUDY

Information on capital and running costa has been
produced by REBIA for one school, a boarding
school for 320 girls. The following analysis dem-
onstrates the importance of considering all costs,
especially staff costs, before takin:,, decisions on
building design. Staff costs have been estimated
by the consultants to complete the information
given. Even without thes6, the comparisons

Total cost analysia for whale school

between initial and recurrent costa are significant.
The life of the buildings is assumed to be 50

years, The capital cost of the building and its ini-
tial equipment and furnishing have been estimated
at 5 per cent over the 50-year period, to produce
annual equivalent sums to compare with normal
recurrent costa and the occasional costs of altera-
tions. Costs are expressed in US dollars per pu-
pil per annum,

Description Cost/pupil Percentage

Initial costs (capital cost equivalents)

Land (no figure given: owned by government)

Building (1963-1965 contract) 67 25,0

Furniture (day school and boarding) 9 3.4

Equipment (in laboratories) 2 0.4

Total initial costs 76 29.1
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Descriptioni Cost/pupil Percentage

Recurrent costs (building)

Running cost 45 16, 8

Maintenance 31 11, 6

Adaptation 1 0, 4

Maintenance of furniture and equipment 2 0, 7

Total recurrent costs 79 29, 5

Staff costs (estimated)

Teaching staif (1: 11 pupils) 87 32, 4

Administrative staff (1: 80 pupils) 12 4, 5

Service' staff (11 17 pupils) 12 4, 5

Total staff, costs 111 41,4

Total annual cost per pupil 268 100, 0

Total area per pupil for living and day areas 19, 54 m2,

Total cost analysis for day school and living areas

A crude estimate of the division of total cost into day school and living (boarding accommodation) areas is
possible, A common cost per m2 has been assumed for the building, The split of furniture and equipment
cost is known and recurrent running and maintenance costs have been divided in proportion to area of buildings,

Description Cost/pupil

Day
school

Living
accommodation

Initial odes $ $

Building 24 43

Furniture 3 6

Equipment 2 -

'Fetal initial costs 29 49

Recurrent costs
Running cost 16 29

Maintenance 11 20

Adaptation

Maintenance of furniture
1 2

Ors ifl
Total recurrent (loath 28 51
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Description Cost/pupil

Staff costs (estimated)

Day
school

Living
;accommodation

Teaching staff 87

Administrat ie staff 8 4

Service staff 4 8
.0111

99 12Total staff costs

Total annual cost per pupil 156 112

Area per pupil 6.85m2 12.68m 2

Cost of site

This school has a site area of 416m 2 per pupil,
Although the land is owned by the government, it
is likely to be valued at about $0.25 per m2. The
capital cost per pupil is therefore $54 which is
equivalent to $3 per annum when amortized at 5 per
cent over 50 years. Three dollars is equal to 12.5
per cent of the building cost, or the whole cost of
furniture.

Cost of design
No information on design cost for this school is
available but is probably equal to about 8 per cent
of the building cost or $2 per pupil for day school
space and $4 per pupil for living accommodation,
a total of $6.

The relationship between design decisions and
subsequent recurrent costs will be appreciated.
The comparable costs are $6 for design, and $76
per annum for recurrent cost, A greater and there-
fore more costly design effort may result in larger
savings in recurrent costs. The high mrintenance
cost in relation to building cost should be noted.
The amount arld cost of maintenance needs to be
given consideration at the design stage.

UTILIZATION

The day school space in this school is in use for an
average of 16.6 hours per week. Doubling the uti-
lization would have the effect of halving the initial

cost per pupil but recurrent and staff costs would
emat., the same (assuming the same pupii/teacher

ratio as before). Initial cost would tiwyrefore be
reduced from 18.6 to 9.3 per cent of total cost.
Gains may not be as dramatic as the amount of in-
creased utilization would suggest.

CONCLUSIONS

One isolated example cannot be used as a guide to
future cost planning of school buildings. It should
be noted that this is a fairly expensive building,
($430 per pupil in day school space built for $63
per m2) compared with the whole range ot schools
studied, but as a 300-pupil boarding school it is
close to median values.

The value of this example .is in the demonstra-
tion of the relative weight of the different coat
items. The school has a very favourable pupil/
teacher ratio of 11. Even if the number of teach-
ers was halved, the staff costs for day school
space would be over twice those for the amortized
building and slightly less than twice for the recur-
rent costs. In other words, if the staff numbers
were halved, the money released could provide,
run and maintain a day school equivalent in size
to the one under examination.

The coat of provision of boarding accommo-
dation is also well illustrated. Here it is equiva-
lent to the total cost (initial, recurrent and staff
costs) of an identical day school with a pupil/
teacher ratio of 22.
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO MEMI3ER STATES

EDUCATIONAL POLICY

Few of the countries studied have a clear secon-
dary education policy on numbers of pupils, curri-
culum standardg and teacher training, coupled with
a planned programme .)f school building. There is
a need, therefore, to develop rational bases for the
location, size and form of schools, in the light of
the economic state of the country concerned and its
future manpower requirements. Demographic fac-
tors have a strong influence in these matters and
hence on cost per pupil. If boarding schools are
considered necessary because of a scattered popu-
lation, the cost per pupil will be substantially
greater than for day schools. Secondary schools
need to be seen as part of the whole education sys-
tem and planned in relation to primary schools and
higher education facilities, and the social and cul-
tural requirements of local communities.

An adaptable educational policy model is needed
to assist in forming school building programmes.
It should take account of all .:kationdl differences.
An outline for integrating the planning of educational
buildings into national educational planning prac-
tices is given in the following chapter.

POPULATION GROWTH

For all the, countries studied, a continuous schogl
building programtne is needed merely to keep pace
with an increasing population. If a country's aitn
is to increase as quickly as possible the proportion
of the 12- to 18-year old age group receiving sec-
ondary education, there are two main shortages to
be overcome - of teachers and of space. The sup-
ply of teachers is a matter of suitable -selection
and training, which takes time; buildings cost
money.

For the economic control of a school building
programme, overall coating and planning methods
are required, It is necessary to examine the cost
of education per pupil against the quality of facili-
ties required. How far can standards be lowered

to enable more pupils to benefit? What are the
m inimum acceptable shelter standards for a school,
taking into account educational aims and climate?
The lowest standards found could easily halve the
cost per place of schools in many countries.

On the other hand, the education to be given
to this expanding population should be of adequate
quality. This will require a suitable physical en-
vironment which in most countries needs consider-
able improvement. Classrooms and laboratories
are too narrow and too cramped, chalkboards are
inadequate while tackboards are almost unknown;
the provision of electricity would enable the use
of projectors and television receivers.

BUILDING SPACE AND COST

In terms of space per pupil in a school, it seems
that an educational programme can be made to
function in any area from 2 to 12m2.

The overall use of school space is most sig-
nificantly measured in hours per week, a range of
13 to 26 hours being found in single-shift schools.
It is difficult to believe that a school with 12m2 per
pupil, costing $1, 000 per pupil, in which educa-
tional space is used only 13 hours a week, can be
built in a country of the same economic level as
another where schools have only 2m2 per pupil
costing $70. This is the case, however, although
it should be noted that the first school is likely to
be a small rural boarding school and the second a
suburban or urban day school. It is likely that the
national differences found in space and cost are
much wider than differences in educational policy,
curricula and teaching methods.

Countries which have high per pupil costs and
low GNP per capita should undertake a vigorous
reappraisal of their national objectives to deter-
mine whether or not secondary schools should be
luxury or prestige institutions, which appears to
be the case at present.

In any event, it is clear that small schools
are more expensive than large schools and boarding



schools are two or three times as expensive as day
schools. The imptied conclusion is that boarding
schools, if they are required, should be relatively
large. In urban areas, governments should strive
to estaLlish day schools, even if they have rela-
tively low enrolments.

Conversely, countries which are relatively
wealthy and where per pupil costs are at present
low may well be able to afford to upgrade the phy-
sical environment of their schools.

For all countries, realistic minimum school
building space standards and maximum cost limits
need to be updated and administrative controls es-
tablished to ensure that these are adhered to,

TOTAL COST OF EDUCATION

Information is required on the total cost of educa-
tion: capital and running costs, salaries, the cost
of building maintenance and adaptation must all be
considered on a common basis, that is, by discount-
ing capital sums to find equivalent annual amounts.
Total cost informatio., xin have a bearing on school
size and location. It ....ems likely that the wtal cost
per pupil is less in lsrge schools where space (and
specialist teachers) can be more fully utilized but
capital costs may be higher. A large multi-storey
school is likely to be more expensive per m2 than
a small single-storey one. As teachers' salaries
comprise the largest single sum, teacher utiliza-
tion, teaching nv-thods and equipment need to be
carefully studied before setting building standards.

TEACHERS' 'VORKING WEEK

The availabiMy of teachers is the key to any edu-
cational prog arnme. Some countries have managed
to run schoo.L. without buildings but none without
teachers. Two separate factors determine the use-
fulness of a teacher: his working week in terms
of contAct hours and the size of the group or class
he teaches. Teacher contact hours were found to
1)c generally between 8 and 19 hours per week and
,roups taught have between 28 and 40 pupils. A
ct.acher can therefoee teach as few as 220 pupil con-
tact hours per week or as many as 760. As noted
earlier, the total number of pupil contact hours is
a measure of the strain on a teacher. How many
are acceptable? Many schools enrolments could
be expanded if group size and teacher contact hours
were increased or alternatively, running costs
could be reduced or more money made available for
books and equipment.

SPECIALIST TEACHERS

Teacher specialization and curriculum demands
have a strong bearing on teacher contact hours and
school size. A science teacher may teach all three
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main divisions of the subject or specialize in just
one, such as physics, As the curriculum may set
only a few hours a week aside for science, the
teacher works relatively few hours himself unless
the school is large enough (probably over 800 pu-
pils) to provide a time-tabled class several times
a day, In smaller schools, specialist teachers
might be trained to teach subjects outside their
particular field.

FRAMEWORK FOR SCHOOL PLANNING

The study demonstrates the need for rational
school planning methods, capable of taking account
of all the different requirements to be found in edu-
cational and architectural briefs. The framework
should extend from the initial planning of an edu-
cational programme, having regard to the country's
present educational resources, to the detailed de-
sign of a particular building, its costing and cost
control during construction and subsequent opera-
tion.

It is not possible to achieve a fully workable
method without a trial-and-error process. At this
stage, it is better to have a crude framework than,
for instance, a finely detailed cost analysis method
but no clear way of deciding size and location of
schools.

CHOICE OF SITE

2The size of school sites, measured in m per pu-
pil, varies greatly but usually reflects the density
of surrounding development. The arrangement of
buildings often hinders future extension. Site cost
should be related to all other costs in arriving at a
choice of site. The site may have been given free
but this fact must not prevent a realistic assess-
ment of its value.

HEIGHT AND DENSITY OF BUILDING

Height and arrangement of buildings seems to be a
direct consequence of the choice of site. Factors
influencing siting were not covered by the studies.
Most rural and suburban schools are single-storey
structures: three- and four-storey buildings occur
in dense urban situations. Single-storey buildings
are simpler, can be easily extended and can be
cheaper per m2 than two- or three-storey ones.
They need only have a small amount of circulation
area, giving a lower overall cost per pupil. It ap-
pears that site area and the advantages of single-
storey development are not always fully considered.
Since site cost is likely to be under 1 per cent of
annual total cost (initial, recurrent and staff costs)
the purchase of a large site will require only a
marginal annual expense but will offer consider-
able long-range returns in the form of sport fields,



open urban space, and area for future school ex-
pansion.

BUILDING EXTENSION

The study covered buildings which were mostly
erected in the last ten years. Building extensions
were not studied. However, since the need to en-
large and adapt schools is e7er-present, sites must
be large enough to allow reasonable change. Where
possible, buildings should be designed to permit,
or at least not to hinder, change. This need not
mean extra building cost. Simple buildings and un-
specialized spaces are the most adaptable to future
changes and are, therefore, a _hallmark of good
school design.

BUILDING STANDARDS AND COST CONTROL

It will prove very difficult to establish universal
building standards when constructional methods
rely on local materials and labour. Methods of
estimating building cost need to be established, in
line with the abilities of local administrators, de-
signers and contractors. Only crude cost break-
downs will be needed until all parties are skilled
in their use and convinced of the need for more ac-
curate methods. It is very important for them to
record data on projects in progress. A simple
control and record system should be set up as soon
as possible in Member States where controls do
not exist.

BUILDING SIZE

The survey shows great variation in space stan-
dards, some of which can be explained by the fact
that they relate to different types of school, Over-
all space per pupil is the result of decisions on
curriculum and time-tabling coupled with an area
per station in different types of room. Some con-
sistency in area per station has been found but the
use of space shows a wide range of standards. A
method for deriving overall building size from cur-
riculum content is needed, producing a target area
within which the different types of space can be
planned and aspects of time-tabling and utilization
studied.

IlOOM SIZES

Two problems have been found concerning the size
of classrooms. Most schools seem to have uni-
form teaching spaces designed around fixed class
sizes, normally 40 pupils. But pupils progress-
ively leave the schools before completing the whole
course and, in later grades, these smaller num-
bers may be regrouped to fill classrooms. The

other problen. that where a curriculum allows
for elective subjects, the group sizes are often
smaller than the normal class and consequently
rooms are only partly used.

The provision of a range of room sizes needs
to be examined when a new school is being planned
and consideration should be given to methods of
dividing large rooms.

CIRCULATION SPACE

The studies found the circulation area in schools
to be from nil to over 50 per cent of total day school
area. The circulation space is excessive in many
schools since optimal target areas for circulation
space would be around 15 per cent in single-storey
schools and 20 per cent in multi-storey buildings.
Circulation space may have other uses, i, e. for
recreation and overflow classes, but these uses
need to be specified and space allocated if they
are legitimate.

INTENSITY OF USE

There is a danger that the intensive use of space
could become an end in itself. However, the most
intensively used school studied was in use for 33
hours per week, the median figure being 17. 5
hours. Considering that a six-day week has 72
daylight hours, it hardly seems appropriate to say
that the space in any of the 100 schools is inten-
sively used! What target is realistic? The total
cost exercise (previous chapter) shows furnished
and equipped 'space' as about 19 per cent of annual
cost and, on the other hand, it has been found that
for the median school, some 44 per cent of the
total area of the school is teaching area. Thus,
each ten per cent increase in the number of hours
during which teaching space is used would reduce
total annual costs by only 2 per cent.

However, the amount of use is sufficiently low
in many schools to allow large increases in the
number of pupils if the working day is lengthened
and an overlapping time-table developed. On the
other hand, savings from increased utilization of
new schools might be diverted into improved sur-
roundings or additional equipment (in the total cost
example, a 20 per cent increase in utilizatthn
could double the furniture and equipment budget).
Communal space, halis and dining rooms usually
have spare capacity. The sociological as well as
economic consequences )f this kind of scheduling
need to be carefully worded out. Only if there are
visible benefits from the changed schedule - such
as receiving more and better teaching aids - will
teachers and parents accept to change their daily
routines,

COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOLS

It was not possible to determine the extent to which
local communities use school space and facilities.
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A secondary school has a good potential for com-
munity use and there is no reason why this should
not be considered at design stage, It would seem
that because secondary education is often open to
only a small percentage of the population, the schools
are similarly reserved, Possible use for adult
education should not be ignored,

LABORATORIES AND SPECIAL
CLASSROOMS

Most schools have science laboratories and special
classrooms for certain subjects, such as art or
geography, Most curricula allow only a few hours
per week for these subjects and consequently only
limited use is made of these spaces.. Larger schools
achieve up to about 20 hours' use per week. It is
likely that most of this type of teaching could take
place in general classrooms or in a few multi-use
rooms. There seems to be a tendency to give spe-
cial names to rooms with the same type of use as
general classrooms. A tighter control of space
could allow more money to be spent on equipment
for special subjects.

DESIGN METHODS

The design methods and skills used to produce the
schools studied varies from simply erecting a shel-
ter using locally available material in a traditional
form to a full professional design and cost service.
It is unnecessary and unfair to make comparisons
but in both cases some form of design guidance iv
vital. Such guidance must be suited to local condi-.
tions. It seems that there is a need for typical
plans of elementary structural systems which can
stimulate local action. These structures must
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provide buildings adapted to the local climate,
materials and skills and to present and possible
future teaching techniques. Live experimental
projects would provide the best conditions for their
development.

CHANGES IN SCHOOL USE

It is difficult to see what form change will take.
Greater use of buildings is likely where the popu-
lation is within easy travelling distance and makes
demands on school places, More emphasis will be
put on scientific and technical subjects and this,
coupled with the need to have more equipment, will
mean more care in budgeting. Space may be re-
duced to allow for better fitting out of buildings.
Teaching methods will bring about changes in group
sizes and will generally move towards giving each
individual student greater freedom to choose a
curriculum suited to his needs and abilities. In-
creased evening use will necessitate better elec-
tric lighting and possibly heating and ventilation in
some countries,

Countries with a scattered population face a
difficult problem. Boarding schools will be re-
quired until secondary education can be provided
for a sufficient proportion of the 12- to 18-year-
old group to allow for day schools serving a prac-
tical catchment area. It should be noted that it
may cost twice as much to educate a child in a
boarding school as in a day school.

In countries with growing urban areas, board-
ing schools will gradually be phased out in favour
of day schools which will cope with increasing en-
rolment rates in urban areas. Thus new boarding
facilities should bfa designed so as to permit their
future conversion for use as classrooms or for
other purposes.
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PLANNING AN EDTJCATIONAL BT'ILDING PROGRAMME

EDUCATIONAL POLICY

A country's educational policy is the generator of
its school building programme bald exercises a
strong influence on the design of individual schools.

This study has examined actual school build-
ings. The educational policy and form of admini-
strative organization that generated these schools
has not been specifically documented by the inves-
tigators.

This section suggests a sequential framework
for educational planning and the briefing of school
architects, based on a logical ordering of decisions
related to national demographic, geographic and
social factors.

INFLUENCES ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY
AND SCHOOL BUILDING

Diagram 1 shows the complex relationship of in-
fluences on educational policy and school construc-
tion,

The size of the population, and the location of
towns and cities, are prime factors in national eco-
nomic and educational planning. Geographical fac-
tors, natural resources and climate affect indus-
trial and agricultural developrneni on which the
living standards of a country usually depend. The
possible expansion of industry and agriculture is
the common 'oasis of economic policy-making, ru-
ture manpower requirements can be predicted and
these in turn create educational demands.

Social, political, and cultural factors, includ-
ing religion, language and class structure, are
powerful influences on educational policy often
creating separate education systems.

TEACHERS

The number of teachers is the most critical factor
in planning an education programme. A teacher's
wneking week and the number of children taught in

a group combine with the number of teachers to
give the total number of pupils that can be taught
at one time. Teacher training is an essential part
of any manpower plan.

CURRICULUM

If overall standards for school planning are to be
used, some form Of national curriculum is needed.
This need not imply a lack of choice for individual
schools, or even individual pupils, but the financial
consequences of such choices must be realized at
the programming stage.

An educational policy based on economic growth
and manpower planning will indicate the number of
pupils needing edvnation up to different levels and
learning different skills. Curriculum content and
teaching methods are major influences on the
amount and.type of space required to teach a pupil
and must be considered when establishing an edu-
cational policy.

COST OF EDUCATION

National economic policy ce.n be used to derive`the
level of cost which is feaaible for the education of
one pupil. This total cost must cover the capital
cost of schools and their equipment as well as re-
current costs: running, maintenance and staff
costs,

The overall figures relating to a national edu-
cational policy would therefore cover number
of pupils, the type of curriculum an total coat al-
lowance per pupil.

SURVEY OF RESOURCES

Data on all schools in a country should be collected
before a new school building programme is estab-
lished. For an initial programme, data collection
should be a simple and speedy process coveriag
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type of school, catehment area. and number of pu-
pils together with an estimate of the extra pupils
who could be accommodated by increased utiliza-
tion of existing space, especially common facilities
such as communal space, dining room and kitchen,
and by simple building additions. Estimates of the
cost per pupil for these additional buildings must
be made and details of recurrent costs, running,
maintenance and staff costs will be required.

The resources for the production of new build-
ings need to be assessed. The cost per m2 for dif-
ferent types of construction should be estimated for
different regions of the country, taking note of local
methods and materials, climate and terrain. The
cost of a standard school plan or structure could
be estimated.

In addition, this information will indicate the
number of pupils that can be accommodated in pre-
sent school buildings, provided that standards for
pupils' and teachers' working weeks are fixed and
targets established for station and room utilization'.

The aim should be to maximize the use of pre-
sent facilities by adding sufficient additional accom-
modation to balance that which .now exists, thus
giving good overall utilization? and to evolve a com-
plementary programme of new school building.

BUILDING PROGRAMME AND COST
PER PUPIL

The total national budget for education can be con-
sidered in three parts:

1. Recurrent cost for existing schools.
2. Total cost of additional places in existing

schools.
3. Total cost of places in new schools.

The survey of resources gives inl'ormation on
Parts 1 and 2. Part 3 will indicate the target total
cost per new school place. A decision on the sub-
division of total annual cost per pupil needs to be
made, based on the experience of the resources
survey. This will give a target capital cost per ,

pupil for school building.

TYPES OF scHd9L

Each country needs to be clear as to the types and
sizes of school best suited to its educational policy.

A significant difference in educational aims
and standards between countries with scattered
populations and those with more dense urban popu-
lations has been observed. A lack of population
centres able to support day schools has led to sev-
eral countries adopting a ti*stem of boarding schoolii,
often located in rural areas and usually segregated..
As well as living accommodation for pupils, hous-
ing for teaching staff is more often than not pro-
vided, These schools WWI to have a greater day
school area per place than corresponding day schools

and therefore the total cost per pupil, when living
area is included, is considerably more.

The choice of school location and the size of
the catchment area must be studied in combination
with school size which in turn is influenced by cur-
riculum considerations.

Nomogram 2 enables the size of a school and
the possible catchment area to be compared. At
this stage it is important to examine the effects of
different school sizes and distribution on:

1. The need for boarding schools, which can
result from catchment areas being too great to al-
low easy daily travel. The distances travelled,
the time taken and the method of transport must be
oompared to the higher costs, lower utilization
and social advantages and disadvantages of board-
ing schools. The provision of school buses may
be far cheaper than providing boarding school
places and also allow greater utilization of school
space by overlapping shifts.

2. The need for single-sex schools which re-
quire larger catchmen4 areas than comparable co-
educational schools.

p. The curricula which can be followed, in light
of the fact that larger schools are more able to
utilize specialist teachers and specialist space.

4. The future needs of secondary schools. As
secondary education becomes possible for a higher
proportion of the population, mare schools will he
needed. A larger number of small schools offers
a better potential 'for growth than a smaller num-
ber of large ones.

ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS

Having arrived at the optimum enrolment for a
particular school relative to its catchment area

'and once standanla are set for teacher contact
hours and curriculum hours per group, it is pos-
sible to consider the organization of the school in
terms of the number and size of teaching groups.

Nomogram 3 shows how these topics are re-
lated.

AMOUNT OF ACCOMMODATION

So far the educational model will have indicated:
1. Number of pupils.
2. Hours of study for different subjects.
3. Number of teachers and their contact hours.
4. Division of school into "years" and groups.
5. Target cost per pupil.

These factors, together with the curriculum
and the options oper to individuals and groups, are
the generators of the list of educational spaces re-
quired (schedule of accommodation), The curri-
culum must be analysed to establish the different
typea of accommodatiOn needed.
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NOMOGRAM 2 - RELATING SCHOOL ENROLMENT AND DENSITY OF POPULATION

DENSITY OF POPULATION OVER CAYCHMENT AREA
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METHOD OF USE

1. Join *density of population* on Seale A to *proportion of population in 12.18 age group" on Scale B. Example: line 1 40: km2
loined to 15 %.

2. Join point where Ilne 1 Intsrseets Scale C to "proportion of 12.1 8 age group In secondary school" on Scale D. Example: line 2
lammed to 50%.

3. Join point where line 2 Intersects Scale E to "radius of catchment atea " on Scale F and extend Ilme to cut "number of enrolled
puplls* on Scale O. Example: line 3 lammed 8 km on Scale P and extendod to Scale 0. In a catchment area of 8 km radius a school
for 600 puplls will be required.
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NOMOGRAM 3 RELATING CURRICULUM AND CONTACT HOURS

CONTACT HOURS TEACHER WEEK

10 15 20 /25 30 ao

NUMBER OF TEACHERS

line 3 /
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line 2
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METHOD OF USE

1. Join "number of enrolled pupils" on Scale A to "pupils t group" on Scale B. Example: line 1 shows 600 loIned to 40 giving "number of
groups" on Scale C as 15,

2, Join "number of groups" on Scale C to "curriculum hours/group/week" on Scale 0 and extend line to meet reference line E. Example :
line 2 shows 15 groups loined to 30 hours t week.

3, Join point found on reference line I to "contact hours/teacher/week" on Scale F. Number of teachers required is given where line 3 cuts
Scale 0. Example : line 3 shows teacher hours as 25 on Scale F indicating that 15 teachers are required.
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NOMOGRAM 4 - RELATING UTILIZATION AND AREA/PUPIL

STATION AREA/PUPIL M2A
1 I I 7 8 9 101.GR

line 1

CURRICULUM HOURS/PUPIL/WEEK

30

reference line C

ROOM USE HOURS/WEEK
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reference line E

line 3

STATION UTILIZATION %
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11 I- I- I Hi-- I I I I F I I I
20 10 8 8 4 3 2 1 41 .3 1 0.8 0.3 .02 01

METHOD OF USE

1, Join "station area/poil" (for particular type of educational space) "on Scale A to "curriculum hours/pupil/week" (in type of space) on
Scale B and extend line to meet reference line C. Example! line 1 joining 1.3 m2 to 20 hours/week for general classroom use.

2. Join point found on line C through "room use hours /week" on Scale D to meet reference line E. Example line 2 passes through
40 hours /week.

3. Joln point found on Ilne E through station utilisation %" on Scale F to meet Seale 0, Areal pupil is given by Scale 0, Example t
line 3 passes through 80% stotion utilisatlon (16 average group s Ise of 32 In a room for 40) to show that area per pupil for general
classroom spaae is 1 m2, 1 m2 is 2/3 of station area per pupll indicating total number of general class stations is 2/3 of enrolment.
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AMOUNT AND USE OF SPACE

No figures for amount of space in the different
categories of educational area can be found until
standards of utilization are set, These will prob-
ably vary, laboratories and workshops being used
for fewer hours than classrooms to allow for prep-
aration and cleaning,

The school's total accommodation needs can
be expressed as m.2/hours if area per station
standards are assumed and multiplied by total
pupil/hours for the different parts of the curr:.Ju-
lurn, The actual amount of space required for
educational purposes is found by dividing total
m2/hours by the number of hours that the space
can be used in a week. A factor for station utili-
zation is also applied. This calculation should be
made for each type of educational space. Nomo-
gram 4 shows how different utilization standards
affect area per pupil in a school.

TOTAL SCHOOL AREA

The schedule of accommodation for the whole school
will consist of educational space, calculated as
above, and allowances for administration space
based on number of teachers, and for service
area and communal area based on number of pu-
pils. Circulation space will be an additional per-
centage of the total scheduled area,

95a

Appendix VI gives a method for arriving at the
number of teaching spaces needed in a particular
school. This, coupled with nationally derived
space standards, will enable Member States to
programme building requirements for specific
projects,

A DDITIONA L INFORMATION

The items above will enable authorities to prepare
a brief for school designers which will give areas
per pupil, number of teaching rooms and maximum,
cost per pupil.

However, an architect should also be given
detailed advice on how and by whom individual
spaces will be used thus giving him an idea of
where to locate the various rooms and also how to
lay out their interiors, This matter has not been
touched by this study, nor has the question of the
influence of climate on building design. These are
highly specialized matters which have been dealt
with by the three regional centres that collected
the data for this report. For further information
on the work of these centres and a copy of their
publication lists, write to:
Director, ARISBR, P.O. Box 1368, Colombo 7,

Ceylon.
Director, REBIA, P.O. Box 1720, Khartoum,

Sudan.
Director, CONESCAL, P.O. Box 41-518,

Mexico 10, D. F.
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APPENDIX I

TERMINOLOGY

This terminology refers exclusively to space, cost, eco-

nomy factors and space utilization adopted for this study,

taking into account the particular situation of the three

regions involved.

I. General terminology

ADDITIONAL SPACE

Complementary areas or units not included within the
educational, administrative, circulation or service space

classifications, such as living accommodation, rooms for
mechanical and electrical plant, bicycle sheds, bulk store

rooms, warehouses, garages, etc.

ADDITIONAL WORK COSTS

The variable costs associated with buildings due to the

vagaries of the site. These costs cannot be usefully ap-

in unit cost planning of other buildings because of the

large variation in shape, size and levels of the site and

in access to utility services. It is for this reason that the
additional work costs are kept separate fram the net
building cost. Additional work costs comprise the

following :
a) drainage work beyond the manholes immediately

adjacent to the school;
b) roads, paths and areas for informal games (other than

games prescribed in the Building Regulations);
c) water, gas and electric mains (from metfr point in

building to connexion with the existing supply) ;

d) site layout and planting;
e) boundary walls and fencings;
f) playing-field preparation, including excavation; ,

g) staff house and dormitories (including drainage);

h) bicycle sheds, greenhouses, etc. (if physically detached
from the main school building or buildings);

I) electricity substations, sewage disposal plants, etc.;

j) any contingency sum allocated to the above;

k) the proportion of preliminary costs and insurance

allocated to the above;
I) fees in connexion with the above items.

ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE

Areas used by the administrative staff or faculty for
administrative purposes. Included are : the office(s) for

student societies and organizations, teachers' office and

lounges, and storage related to administration.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

According to the definition of the International Mone-

tary Fund, it is the systematic accounting of all economic

transactions that have taken place during a certain period

of time, between national and foreign economic subjects.

CIRCULATION AREAS

The areas for horizontal and vertical movement, of the

occupants of the school, within or adjacent to the build-

ing, including : corridors, lobbies, staircases, (covered

or uncovered), lift shafts (elevators), verandas, balconies,

covered ways linking buildings, etc.

CLASS

A group of pupils who are usually instructed together

during a school period by one or several teachers.

CLASSROOMS

Spaces for lecture-type instruction.

COMMUNAL EDUCATIONAL SPACE

Common areas which are used at the same time by

several classes (geography, history, audio-visual, language

laboratory, music, etc.)

CONSUMPTION CAPACITY

The consumption capacity as estimated by establishing a

relationship between price and income.
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COVERED AREA

Area determined by the horizontal projection of the
roofs.

DESIGN CAPACITY

The maximum number of students.who could use the
classroom as designed in adequate working conditions.
For this purpose, in cases where data is not available, it
is necessary to adopt standards or nverages indicating the
number of square metres per student for each type of
educational room.

DESIGN COST

The total cost of professional fees charged for the elabo-
ration of the design project and site supervision. The
execution of the project includes the design of architec-
tural, structural and general installations. When schools
are designed by privatt architects, the cost estimation
should be based on general fees. For departmental
design, normal consultants' fees should be assumed.

DIRECT COST OR EXPENSES

The expenses or investment closely related with the pro-
duction of the goods or commodity. Usually, they refer
to the payment of labour, raw materials, equipment
depreciation and energy used in the production process.

EDUCATIONALSPACE FOR INDIVIDUAL CLASSES

Spaces used by a single class (classroom, laboratory,
workshop)

EDUCATIONAL SPACE UTILIZATION

The ratio between the actual or predicted use of edu-
cational spaces and their possible or ideal use during the
school week. The formula for calculating space utilization
is shown elsewhere in this document.

ENROLMENT

The total number of students enrolled in the principal
shift.

EQUIPMENT

Teaching aids such as furniture, machine, tools, etc.,
for worskshops and laboratories, audio-visual aids, library,
book shelves, etc.

EXCAVATION AND FOUNDATIONS

Excavation and earthworks. Comprises all necessary
earth and rock displacement for the laying of founds-
tions. including set out and grading, excavations,
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fillings and disposal of surplus soil. It does not include
clearing, grubbing and demolition of obstacles, tempo .
rary structures and utility buildings, or drainage tests.

Foundations. Includes soil compacting, slabs as a base
for foundations, footings, concrete ground beams for
levelling, damp-proofing and other parts which refer to
the elements below the ground floor level. Materials and
labour in respect of plumbing and sewerage and electrical
Installation below ground floor level are not included,

FINISHING MATERIALS

Includes finishes and decoration of walls, ceiling, floors
and other surfaces, and built-In furniture, materials and
labour. Plastering, painting, acoustic tiles; cement, ceramic
and quarry floor tiles, etc., applied to vertical, horizontal
or other elements of the building for the purpose of pro-
tection or decoration are included.

This element is subdivided into five sub-elements :

Walls
Ceiling
Floor
Other surfaces
Built-in furniture

FLOOR LEVELS

The floors are designated as follows :
Ground floor : That floor which is nearest to the

ground level.
First floor : That floor which is next above the

ground floor
Second floor : The floor immediately above the first

floor, and so on.

FURNITURE (classroom)

All equipment not built-in, consisting of desks, chair,
benches, tables, cupboards, etc.

GRADE

An instruction step usually covered in the course of a
school year.

GROSS AREA

The total constructed area of a school comprising educa-
tional, administrative, service, circulation, additional
spaces, and wall section areas, as defined in other parts
of this document.

GROSS COST

The sum of the net cost, design cost and additional works
costs.
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GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

The sum of the total value of goods and services produced
within a certain period of time, usually one year, with
the aid of labour, capital and national resources, once
the previous expenses have been deducted.

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA

The Gross National Product divided by the total popu-
lation of the country at a certain date.

GROUP

See " Class ".

HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS AND VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

I ncludes the following sub-elements

Ground floor
The complete structure at this level, excluding floor
finishes, filling and grading under floors. When the ground
floor slab has been designed as a suspended slab, all beams
including ground beams are included in this sub-element.

Intermediate floors
Floor slabs and supports between the ground floor and
the roof, including beams required for supporting the
floor, beams forming part of the frame, framework,
material and labour. Floor finishes and ceiling are not
included.

Vertical circulation
Vertical circulation comprises those elements connecting
different floor levels.
a) Stairs (including landing, supporting structures, land

places and railings.
b) Elevators (including shafts and motor rooms).

Roofs and roofing
Upper part of building which protects the inside against
climatic factors. It includes roof decking and supports,
material and installation, roofing and insulation, sky
lighting if present, and the structure that transmits the
loadc which occur upon the upper part of the buildings
to the columns of bearing walls. Roof timber, steel or
concrete beams as decking support are included. Finish-
ing or ceiling are not included.

INITIAL COST

Equivalent to net or gross cost, as the case may be,

LABORATORY

The classroom where practical work in biology, physics
and chemistry takes place.

LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY

In the study, this concept refers to man-hour production,

LANGUAGE LABORATORY

Rooms with c, ales, earphones, and other audio-visual
aids for learning a language,

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

Places where people live (student hostels or dormitories,
academic and administrative staff housing, other staff
housing for caretakers, guardians, etc.)

LOOSE FURNITURE

See furniture (classroom')

MAN HOURS

The work time, in hours, involved in the production of
a commodity.

MECHANICAL INSTALLATION

Electrical installation
Complex of lines, conduit tubes and fixtures for the pur-
pose of providing and distributing eiectrical energy to a

building, furnishing and installation. Those appliances
that use electrical energy are included, except electric
motors for pumps and lighting rods. Excavating and back
filling, conduits, conductors, fittings, bushings, boxes,
panel boards, cabinets for panel boards, lighting fixtures
and lamps, clocks and bells, public address system, etc.,
are included.

NET AND GROSS COST PER STUDENT ACCORDING
TO DESIGN

These figures are obtained by dividing the net or gross
cost of the school by the number of students according
to the design capacity.

NET COST

The building cost excluding the cost of additional works,
furniture and equipment.

NET UNIT AREA

Net Unit Area is measured between the walls, and in-
cludes annex areas such as closets, storage racks, etc.
which form part of the unit.

NUMBER OF GRADUATE STUDENTS

Yearly total of students who have completed their studies
in the different specialized fields of the institution.
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NUMBER OF STOREyS

One storey buildings : those where all spaces are located
on the ground floor.

Two storey buildings : those where ground and first floors
are constructed.

OVERALL COST

The sum of gross cost, land, furniture and equipment
costs.

OVERHEAD EXPENSES OR CC1TS

The operation expenses of an enterprise. Includes ad-
ministrative and office expenses, rent of the building
and other items known as " general expenses ". For the
purpose of the study, profits have been considered as
indirect or overhead expenses. Includes taxes that can be
identified, paid by contractor for the construction of a
building.

PLUMBING AND SEWERAGE

Piping and equipment for the purpose of distributing
water for consumption in the huilding and expelling
sewage and vain water from th.1 building, furnishing and
installation. Water pump, excevating and back filling
necessary, fixture, pipe cleanouts, etc., are included.

This element is subdivided into two sub-elements :
Plumbing and sewerage.
Special plumbing and sewerage for laboratories.

PURCHASINn POWER

The existing relation between the nominal monetary
unit and the amount of goods that can be purchased
with it.

ROOM HEIGHT

Measured from finished floor level to soffit or ceiling.

SANITARY INSTALLATION

Provision of all sanitary fittings including : water, soil
and waste pipes, underground drains and sewage disposal.

SCHOOL PLANT

Physical property belonging to the school, consisting of
grounds, buildings and equipment.

SERVICE SPACE

Space which provides services to the whole school and
which are found in nearly all schools (kitchen, dining,
sanitary, student store, sick bay, etc.).
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STOREY HEIGHT

Measured from finished floor level to next finished floor
level.

STR EAM

A division of children in one grade into two or more
teaching groups.

STUDY CARRELS

Cubicles or space for individual study.

TEACHING SPACE

Rooms or aloes set aside specifically for teaching. The
assembly hall or auditorium is classed as a teaching space.
Teaching space equals educational areas for individual
classes plus communal spaces.

TOI LET

Facilities including W.C. or its equivalent and lavatories,
urinal, etc.

TOTAL COST

The sum of the initial cost and maintenance cost of the
building or element during the lifetime of the building.

TOTAL ENROLMENT'

Students attending all shifts.

TOTAL NET AREA

The sum of all net unit areas (comprising educational,
administrative, service and circulation areas).

TOTAL NET PUPIL AREA

The total net area divided by the total number of
students for which the school was designed.

UNIT

Spaces in a school grouped by function for convenience
of measurements, e.g. classrooms, laboratories, circulation
spaces, etc.

URINAL

Urine disposal facility usually provided in boys' toilets.

WATER CLOSET

Human waste disposal facility using water carriage system.



VERTICAL ELEMENTS

Load-bearing walls and columns.

Load-bearing walls and retaining walls above ground
floor level, including stiffening, piers and columns to
same, lintels, jambs, splays, etc.

Columns transmitting loads from beams and slabs to
foundations. Columns supporting stairs are not
included.

Non-load-bearing partition walls (infill panel walls,
stiffening), light screens, lattices, etc.

Doors and windows or their equivalent, including
frames, glazing and hardwareo

Sun screens of all materials and types, both vertical
and horizontal, and designed to protect doors, win-
ciows and the like, excluding venetian blinds.

WORKSHOP (General Secondary)

The school unit where practical activities take place, such
as arts and crafts, home economics, elementary wood and
metal working.

WORKSHOP (Technical)

The school unit where practical activities orient 3d toward
vocational education take place, such as carpentry, tech-
nical drawing, welding, auto-mechanics, etc.
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APPENDIX II

DATA COLLECTION FORMS

Note The following forms were used for the collec .
tion of the data in this study and to process raw data
into usuable figures on space utilization, proportions of
the total building devoted to various uses, cost per m2

and cost per pupH.
The key to the types of schools studied is as follows :

SG : Seuondary General
TT : Secondary Teacher Training
ST Secondary Technical
STA Secondary Technical Agriculture
STI : Secondary Technical Industrial
STC: Secondary Technical Commercial
STV : Secondary Technical Vocational
STD: Secondary Technical Domestic Arts



SPACE AND COST ANALYSIS

GENERAL I'NFORMATION (1 of 2)

SCA/ 1/1

Ref. No:
Card No.
Carded by
Checked by

a
....
a

-1,

a
I..
o
c
o
0

SCHOOL

Name

Street
Town
District
Country
Phone
Principal

DATA COLLECTION

Data Source
Person
Investigator
Date

Design capacity Enrolment
(Principal shift)

ARCHITECT

Public/private
Name

Address

CONTRACTOR

Name
Address

DATES

Date of design
Tendering date
Construction begun
Construction period
Opening date

Number of shifts Total enrolment

u
0

....
o
o 0a. 75
>. 0

Type of instruction SG TT ST STA STI STC STV STD

Years required for I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X Xl XIIentrance

Duration of Studies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Owner and location Publicly owned / Privately owned / Urban / Sem-Urb. / Rural

sc
-0 uc 0a x
1 't6
E 0a

Z ...

Blo:ic
nuri.h:Jr

Description No. of
Storey

Included Not
included

--

c
o

ta t6^

u 44

Type oc contract Contract suo
Date / Number / Amount

Total
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COST AND SPACE ANALYSIS

GENERAL INFORMATION (2 of 2)

SCA/1/ 2

Ref. No,
Card No.
Carded by:
Checked by :

NATIONAL OR LOCAL STANDARDS OR CRITERIA FOR COSTS AND SPACE

SITE

Site area (m2)

Total area per pupil (M2

Play area per pupil (M2)

BUILDINGS (net unit areas/pupil M2)

CI...srooms

Laboratories

Workshops

lthers

Total

COSTS Capital

Gross

Cost per pupil place Net

Cost per M2 of building Total Net

Unit Area

EDUCAT IONAL

General (classrooms)

Science (laboratories)

Practical (workshops)

Physical Education

Student/Teacher ratio

EXCHANGE Local currency - US $1.00

Unit Sub- Items Total Items

Laud

Land development (preliminaries

Additional works

Special foundations
Fees:

Architect
Consultants

Contractor
Administration

Loose furniture

Equipment

Net Building Cost
--FATER7n7cjlTls t a (di otfr.--T

Plumbing an anitation

CAPITAL COST :
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COST AND SPACE ANALYSIS

SPECIFICATIONS (1 of 1)

SCA/ 1/ 3

Ref. No.
Card No.
Carded by.
Checked by:

Site characteristics Bearing cap.

Foundations
Con-
tinuous
footing

Independ.
footing

Slab
foundation

Shell
found.

Piling
found.

Structural Frame
Concrete Steel Wood Des. load

Roof Structure
Des. load

Walls
.c.
a
a)

43
"0
0
01

Partitions

Roof covering

Doors External

Internal

Windows

Finishes

Walls

Cei li ngs
oors

Other surfaces
Built in furniture

Mechanical Installation
or Service

Electrical installation
Air conditioned, heating and ventilation system

Sanitary Services

Furniture (classroom)
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SPACE ANALYSIS

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATIONS AND
AREA ANALYSIS (1 of 2)

SCA/1/ 4

Ref, No,
Card No:
Carded by:
Checked by.

Key Type of room/space
No, of Net iJI II t area Net area/sector M2 per pupil Remarks

rooms Area % Area m2) % Desig, Enrol,

General classroom

Vs 141

Special classroom

Laboratories

Workshops

Educational sace for ind, classes 100%

Vir.14Y
Communal educationa space 100%

Administration space 100%

Vr,
Service space 100% 4r
Circulation area 100%

TOTAL NET AREA 100%

Li ving accommodation

Aldhit4.A.
_

100%Additional space

TOTAL NET AREA, PLUS ADDITIONAL NET AREAS
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SPACE ANALYSIS

SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION AND
AREA ANALYSIS (2 of 2)

SCA/1/5

Ref. No.
Card No.
Carded by:
Checked by:

Area %
M2 pe pupil

designed actual

Land

Covered area

Total net area

Additional space

Wall section area net areas

Wall section area (additional spaces)

GROSS AREA

Walls section area =

Gross area

No. of storeys Storey height Room height

Window and door area

Wall area

Ratio =
Observations:

External wall area

Floor area

Ratio = Observations:

Toilet fittings Data W.C. Urinals Showers Sinks Others

Male

Units

IIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIINIIIII

1.11.11.11011111111

Enrolment _

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIRatio

EIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIII
Enrolment IIIIIIIIINIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1.1111.11111111
Female

Ratio
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SPACE ANALYSIS

NUMBER OF ROOMS REQUIRED (1 of 2)

SCA/1/6

Ref, No,
Card No.
Carded by:
Checked by

No, of classes, groups and number of periods taught in each grade and space unit

No. of possible periods per week : Po =

0

0

L.

0
.i-i
c
o
E

L.c
ill

SP ACE
Classrooms
General

(1)

Classrooms
Special

(2)

Laboratories

(3)

Workshops

(4) (5)

,n
o
,n
0
a

..
0 v)

o
..o 2
g 0)

Z o
a

,n
,n
0

Tv

a.

"0
o
c

b

,n

"8 ..--.

tt x
......,

in ID

0
co

4.0' -

c a b c a b c a b c a b c

--------><- ><-----Total X ><
Total No. of classes (groups) = Sum of column a.

Total class (group) periods per space = Sum of column c. ( I c)

Actual No, of spaces available and minimum No, of spaces required

Needed No. of space (s) in each space unit:

i assumed factor of space utilization

I = 100% s c

Po

Sum of c

i . Po

= 80% 3

Po
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SPACE ANALYSIS

NUMBER OF ROOMS (2 of 2)

SCA/1/7

Ref, No,
Card No,
Carded by .
Checked by :

SP ACE
Rooms required

Existing
rooms

/ c
i = 100% i = 80%

Po 1 c 0,8 Po 1 c
Po 0,8 Po

(1) Classroom, general

(2) Classroom, special

(3) Laboratories

(4) Workshops

(5)

PERSONNEL
(Princl-ol shift)

Number of
Personnel

Teachers

Administrative

Service
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COST ANALYSIS SHEET

COST ANALYSIS (1 of 1)

SCA/1/8

Ref. No.
Card No.
Carded by
Checked by

Breakdown of Capital Costs National Currency

UNIT COST COST per pupi I-
% design capacity COST per M2

Capital Cost 100 **
Land
Land development cost and prelimin.
Additional cost

Design cost
Loose furniture
Equipment /
Net building cost (Nat. Cy) **

Net building cost (U.S. dollars ) **

Net building cost 100

General classrooms
Special classrooms *

Laboratories
Workshop

Common rooms

Assembly hall

Gymnasium I *ICirculation Space

1111
*

*Administrative Space
Toilets *

Additional works cost 1E1111 *

Design costs MI
IIM.IIIIIIIIM_IIIIII
1111111.11.111111.11.111111.111111111...11111111

* Total Net Area
N3t Unit Area

Ell Lt L
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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APPENDIX III

DATA TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Topic group Topic
number

Type of school

Size of school

Area per pupil m2

day area
excludes living

accommodation

Division of area

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26

26
27

28

29

30

31

Topic

School reference number
Date bu ilt
General secondary school
Technical secondary school
Teacher-training school
Boys' school
Girls' school
Co.educational school
Boarding school
Day school
Boarding and day school
Urban location
Suburban location
Rural location
Number of shifts worked

Design capacity
Number of enrolled pupils
Number of enrolled pupils

compared to design capacity
Number of teachers
Pupils per teacher
Number of administrative staff
Number of service staff

Total day area
Area per enrolled pupil
Number of separate

bu ild I ngs
Number of storeys
Area per pupil in general classrooms
Area per pupil in special classrooms
Area per pupil in laboratories
Area per pupil in workshops
Area per pupil in education space
Area per pupil in communal space
Area per pupil in administrative

space
Area per pupil in service space
Area per pupil in circulation space

Educational space as percentage
of total day area

Communal space as percentage
of total day area

Administrative space as percent .
age of total day area

Service space as percentage of
total day area

Topic group

Division of area

Area per station m2

Sanitary provision

Living area

Teaching group size

Timetable analysis
and room use

Topic
number

32

33
34
36
36
37
38

39
40
41
42

43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

54
56
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
66
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Topic

Circulation space as percentage of
total

Area per station (general classrooms)
Area per station (special classrooms)
Area per station (laboratories)
Area per station (workshops)
Site area per pupil
Play area per pupil

Pupils per WC
Pupils per urinal
Pupils per shower
Pupils per sink

Living area per pupil, boarding
schools

Number of teaching groups
Pupils per teaching group
Percentage enrolment age 12
Percentage enrolment age 13
Percentage enrolment age 14
Percentage enrolment age 15
Percentage enrolment age 16
Percentage enrolment age 17
Percentage enrolment age 18
Minimum age group as percentage

maximum
Age 12 group size
Age 13 group size
Age 14 group size
Age 15 group size
Age 16 group size
Age 17 group size
Age 18 group size
Maximum group size
Minimum group size

Total group periods
Period length in minutes
Hours per group per week
Hours per teacher per week
Hours per group (general classrooms)
Hours per group (special classrooms)
Hours per group (laboratories)
Hours per group (workshops)
Hours per room (general classrooms)
Hours per room (special classrooms)
Hours per room (laboratories)
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Topic group Topic Topic
number

Timetable analysis
and room use

74 Hours per room (workshops)
76 Hours per station (general class-

rooms)
76 Hours per station (special class-

rooms)
77 Hours per station (laboratories)
78 Hours per station (workshops)

Cost per pupil $ 79 Cost per pupil net (buildings only)
80 Cost per pupil for additional

works
81 Cost per pupil for land
82 Cost per pupil for design
83 Cost per pupil for furniture
84 Cost per pupil for equipment

and furniture

Cost analysis lay type
of space $:

46

85
86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94

Cost per m2
Cost per m2
Cost per m2
Cost per m,,2
Cost per mn4
Cost per m4
furniture

Cost per mn2
Cost per m,,4
Cost per m4
Cost per m2

net
for additional works
for land
for design
for furniture
for equipment and

for general classrooms
for special classrooms
for laboratories
for workshops

Topic group Topic Topic
number

Cost analysis by type 95 Cost per m2 for administrative space
of space $ m4 96 Cost per m2 for service space

97 Cost per in,,2 for toilet space
98 Cost per mn4 for circulation space
99 Cost per m4 for communal space

Cost analysis by 100 Cost per m2 for foundations
buildLng elements 101 Cost per m2 for vertical elements
$ 102 Cost per m2 for horizontal elements

103 Cost per m,2, for finishes
104 Cost per m4 for sanitary elements
105 Cost per m2 for electricity service
106 Cost per m2 for structure

Building specification 107 Type of site
108 Type of foundations
109 Type of structure
110 Type of walls
111 Type of upper floors
112 Type of roof structure
113 Type of roof covering
114 Type of partitions
115 Type of windows
116 Type of finishes
117 Electricity service
118 Heating and ventilation service
119 Sanitary service



APPENDIX IV

COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Fourteen countries representing a cross-section of the
TI-Ord World participated in this study. A variety of
climates, economic levels and cultures are ropresented.
Since the data was provided by the Member States in
confidence, the names of the participating countries
have not been included in this report. However, the
chart below will help to give the reader an idea of the
variety of countries treated in this report.

Country Symbol Location GNP per capita

W, Af West Africa $200 +
S.E. Af South East Africa 50 +
N.W. Af North West Africa 150 +
N.E. Af North E ast Africa 50 +
E. Af East Africa 50 +
W. As West Asia 50 +
C. As 1 Central Asia 150 1-
C. As 2 Central Asia 50 +
W. As West Asia 260 +
E. As East Asia 650 +
C. Am 1 Central America 450 +
C. Am 2 Central America SOO +
W. SA 1 West South America 600 +
W. SA 2 West South America 300 +

s%,



APPENDIX V

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data :ollected in Appendix III under 119 topic
headings was analysed under four group headings :

type of school
space

utilization
cost and specification

Some additional data on national econom111, geographic
and climatic conditions were examined.

Where possible, graphs are used to illustrate findings,
and matrices to show how various subdivisions into
school type, location or form nave a bearing on any
conclusions which may be drawn. The small sample of
100 schools and the lack of information under many
topic headings does not allow a precise analysis but
many of the broad conclusions provide a basis tor
planning school programmes and individual buildings,
as well as providing a measure for comparison of data
gathered in other countries.

The data given in Appendix III is held on a magnetic
tape file and graphs have been drawn using a digital
plotter output from a computer. Matrices have been

constructed using a Jo-ordinate index card system. Sixty-
nine different graphs or matrices were generated by
these means but only nineteen of the most illuminating
analyses have been included here for reasons of space.

In arriving at average values for particular topics, the
median value of a series has been employed in order to
minimize the effect of the greet variations found in the
data. Median values are indicated, where appropriate,
on the matrices.

Matrices are constructed by grouping values with
increments picked to suit the range and arrangement
of recorded values. Where these groups of values are
discrete, they are marked with a + or - sign after the
column heading, i.e. 200 - means from the previous
lower value up to 200; 200 + means from 200 up to
the next value. Where the groups are cumulative, the
sign is in front of the column heading i.e. - 200 means
all values below 200; + 200 means all values above 200.

It should be noted that apart from living area (topic 43),
the term area means dayschool area; that hours, not
teaching periods, are used to measure time and that all
costs are in US dollars derived from national currency
using exchange rates.
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TYPES CF SCHOOLS IN INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

Matrix 1 shows the number of general secondary, technical
secondary and teacher-training schools studied; whether
the schools are boarding or day schools, or both; their
location; whether one or two shifts are worked and
finally the number of schools with different storey heights.
Study of the data shows the contrast between co-educa-

50

MATRIX 1

TOPIC 1 COUNTRY

tional urban day schools, three or four storoys high, and
boys' rural boarding schools in single-storey buildings,
(E As and E Af); between these extremes are co-education
rural schools in single-storey buildings (C As 1) and many
other combinations.

Topic

0

i
I- 14 z

4
UJ
X 3

4
U

N
0
4
U uuu4 v)

3

N
4in
3

General secondary 83

Technical secondary 13 2 2 7
Teacher training 4

Boys 24

Girls 14 1 1 6 4 1

Co-ed 17 4

Boarding 30 7

Day 67 7315775 11853
Day + boarding 3 1

,
1

Urban 32

Suburban 16 5 4 2 1 2

Rural 18

One-shift 89 7 9 9 9 9 2 7 4 5 11

Two-shift 11

One storey 31 3 2 0 4 1 0
Two-storey 37 ® 0 2 2 0 0 1 ® 0

1 ® 0
Three-storey 18 0 1 1 1 1 0
Four-storey 11 1 2 1 4

Key to symbols ,sed to indicate median values on matrices

ID Indicates the median value for a horizontal row of values

0 indicates the median value for a vertical column of values
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DESIGN CAPACITY AND NUMBER OF ENROLLED PUPILS

Graph 2 which compares actual enrolments with the design capacity of the schools, indicates that smaller schools,

particularly those with less than 600 pupils, tend to operate at less than their design capacity.

GRAPH 2
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PUPILS/GROUP AND HOURS/TEACHER

Graph 3 shows that schools with low pupil teacher ratios
also tend to have smaller classes. Graph 4 shows that in
schools with low pupil teacher ratios, teachers teach
relatively few nours per week. In other words, in schools
with a low pupil teacher ratio, teachers work less, pupils

40

35

30

25

20

52

work less and the groups or classes are smaller. Pupil
contact hours may well be a measure of the strain on an
individual teacher and range from about 220 (8 hours x
28 group) to 760 (19 hours x 40 group).

GRAPH 3
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AREA/PUPIL NET

The most direct way of analysing space provided in a
school is per capita, either of pupils or teachers.

Matrix 6 relates area/pupil to the size of a school and
shows that smaller schools have a greater area/pupil ratio
than larger schools.

A comparison of area/pupil is mainly of value when
examining schools with similar educational and geograph-
Ical factors. The day school areas of the schools were
analysed and compared. Matrix 6 shows that African
schools have a median area of 6 to 8 m2, Asian 3 to 4 m2
and Latin America 4 to 5 m?

Technical secondary schools have a median area of
6 to 8 m2 compared with 4 to 6 m2 for general secon-
dary and over 8 m2 for teacher training.

There is no significant diffirence between boys'
schools, girls' schools or co-educational schools but

MATRIX 5

boarding schools with 6 to 8 m2 per pupil have twice
the median area per pupil of day schools. Median values
for different types of schools are urban schools, 4 to
6 m2 per pupil; suburban about 6 m2; and rural, 6 to
8 m? Values indicate how pressure on accommodation
and land in urban areas influences the amount of space
allotted,

The greater area per pupil in single-storey schools is
probably due to the large number of rural and/or board-
ing schools. Simplicity of construction and the possibil-
ity of cheaper cost per m2 may allow more freedom in
planning and give less reason for economizing on space
than in designs of two or more storeys. Two-storey
schools have the smallest median area per pupil and
three-and four-storey schools only slightly more.

TOPIC 9 ENROLLED PUPILS

Totals 200.. 400.. 700. 1000.. 1500 2400..

16 Area/pupIl M2 2 5 1 2 1 1

3 9 2 1 3 0
4 20 2 5 0 1

5 12 1 5 0 2

6 10 4 2

8 16 2 C7) 0 4 1

12 15 1 8 4 2

12+ 6 0 2

0 Designates average In vertical column
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MATRIX 6

TOPIC 16 AREA/PUPIL M2

Total 1 i 2 1 3 4 + 5-1 6 t S 4 12+

Topic 100 6 14 21 10 16 15 6lag

i Africa 43 3 3 3 1 7 11 5113

Asia 28 2 10 E 3 1 4 1

Latin America 29 1 1 11 pi] 2 2 3 1

3 Guneral seconhry 83 6 14 19 E 7 13 11 2

Technical secondary 13 2 1 2 01 4 2

Teacher 4 2 1 2

4 Boys 24 3 3 2 4 3 5El

Girls 16 2 5 101 5

Co-ed 17 1 2 4 6 4

5 Boarding 29 3 4 8 10 4

Day 66 5 14 18 12 5 7 5 1

Day + boarding 3 1 III 1

6 Urban . 32 3 6 6 6 5 4n
Suburban 16 1 1 2 2 2 jjj 4 2

Rural 18 2 2 6 5 3

7 One- shift 89 6 13 19 9 13 13 6In
Two- shift 11 1 2 2 0:1 3 2

18 One- itorey 31 2 2 4 3 2 7 29

Two storey 39 2 9 0 2 4 2 6 3

Three- storey 18 2 2 3 n 3 2 1

Four-storey 11 1 3 1 a 3 2

1:Designates average In horizontal line



AREA PER PUPIL IN EDUCATIONAL, COMMUNAL,
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SERVICE SPACE

Educational area comprises four categories, general'
classrooms, special classrooms (for arts and crafts,
geography), laboratories and workshops.

The education space is the primary functional area
of a school and all other space for administrative, com-
munal, service and circulation needs can be compared
with area/pupil for educational purposes. Matrix 7
shows how educational space per pupil (as well as ad-

MATRIX 7

ministrative space, communal space and service space)
tends to be less in larger schools,

Communal space includes assembly halls, dining-
rooms, and libraries; administrative space Includes
staff rooms and offices; and service space, all lavatories,
uloakrooms, kitchens, and stores, Matrix 7 shows how
smaller schools have a far greater area per pupil for
these functions.

TOPIC 9 ENROLLED PUPILS

Topic Totalv 200. 400. 700. 1000. 1500. 2400.

23 Area/pupi I 1

educational
1

m2
1.5 +

2 +

3 +

4 +

1

11

19

0
14

16

1

1

1

0

1

2

C)
6

6

4

C)
4

4

3

40
2

2

4

0
5

1

0
1

1

24 Area/pupil 0.5
communal

m2

3

3 +

28

6

6

1

0

6

3

1

6

2

1

5 7

1

25 Area/pupil 0.25
admin.

0.5
M2

0.75

1.0

1.25

1.25 +

52

18

11

5

4

3

2

1

2

80
6

4

1

0
4

3

2

0
2

2

®
4

0
2

26 Area/pupi I 0.5
service

1.0
t,A2

1.5

2

2 +

c.j
16

10

4

4

1

3

11

®
4

1

CI
4

3

1

@
3

2

CI ®
1

27 Area/pupi I 0.5
circulation

1.0

1.5

2

2.5

2.5 +

13

10

(-3
24

12

4

1

0
2

1

5

1

50
6

2

®
4

1

2

1

5

®
6

2

2

3

0
1

1

2

1

(D
1

1
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AREA/PUPIL CIRCULATION SPACE

Unlike all other space In a building, circulation area Is only

necessary to link the parts and should be kept to a mini-

mum. It is however, the least controlled space.
The study found a range of 0 to over 2 m2 per pupil

with smaller schools generally having the larger areas.

Matrix 7 (topics 9 and 27) shows the pattern. The analy-

MATRIX 8

sis of circulation space under differeM school types is

given by matrix 8. The regions show contrasts, Africa
with a high median of 1.6 to 2 m2 per pupil, and, except
for some difference between boarding, day, urban and

rural schools, all median values between 1 and 1.5 m2.

TOPIC 27 AREA/PUP1 CIRCULATION M2

Totals 0,5 .. 0,5+ 1 + 1,5+ 2+ 2,5+

Topic 100 13 17 24 12 4m

1 Africa 43 6 3 9 15 8 2

As;a 29 6 9 9 4 1

Latin America 28 1 5 [EI 5 4 1

3 General secondary 83 12 15 18 9 2Ea

Technical secondary 13 2 3 2 1

Teacher training 4 1 1 0 1

4 Boys 24 3 3 4 5 2El

Girls 14 6 1: 1

Co-ed 17 4 1 3 1.1 2

5 Boarding 30 2 1 6 7 212

Day 67 11 15 12 4 223

Day + barding 3 1 1 1

6 Urban 32 4 6 9 1 1in
Suburban 16 2 1 5 0 3 1

Rural 18 6 1 E 4 1

7 One-shift 89 13 17 20 12 3En

Two-shift 11 4 1

18 One-storey 31 8 1 5 5 111

Two-storey 39 2 10 ili 8 7 1

Three-storey 18 3 4 5 1

Four-storey 11 2 5 3 1
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AREA/PUPIL GENERAL CLASSROOMS

General classroom space is the generator of all other
space in a school. As far as can be ascertained from the
survey information, the curriculum followed in all schools
demands that puplls be taught in general classrooms for
most of the time.

MATRIX 9

Nearly all schools have between 1 and 2 m2 per pupil
enrolled with a tendency for smaller schools to have the
larger amounts. This 1:2 m2 range contrasts noticeably
with the range of 1:12 m2 per pupil for total area shown
in matrix 9, The median of 1,4 to 1,7 m2 is consistent
over the middle range.

TOPIC 16 AREA/PUPIL M2

Topic Totals . 4 5 12 12+

19 Area/pupil 1 9 0
general alase 1.4 21 4 0 4 2 3 2 1

m 2 1.7 21 1 0 0 ® 0 0 12 14 1 1 1 4 5 ®
2.5 5 1 3 1

2.5+ 2 2

20 Area/pupil .4 18 0 ® 0 0 2 2

special class .7 12 1 1 2 0 4
m2 1.0 6 3 0

1.5 6 2 4

1.5+ 3 2 1

21 Area/pupil .26 24 0 0 ® 3 1 2

labs .75 27 1 5 4 ® (8D CI
m2 .75+ 21 5

,
© ®

22 Area/pupil 0 56 (D Co (1.3) ® 0 1111) 0 2
workshops 0.5 7 1 2 1 1 2

m2 1 4 11 1 1

1 4. 5 1 1 3

Note: Latin American schools not included.
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AREA/STATION GENERAL CLASSROOMS

Area/station in general classrooms is an important gener .
ator of area per pupil, since most seats are occupied most
of the teaching week. Matrix 10 shows that seat space
varies from less than 1.5 to over 2 m2 and that 47 per
cent of schools have less than 1.5 m2 and 76 per cent
less than 1.75

MATRIX 10

Latin American, general secondary, urban, day and two-
three. or four.storey schools have less than 1.5 rn2,

Asian schools, for which precise data were not available,
probably have significantly less than 1.6 m2 per station,

TOPIC 33 AREA/STATION GENERAL
CLASSROOMS

Totals 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.04

Topics 71 33 E 12 6

1 Africa 43 16 10 116

Latin America 28 E 4 2 5

3 General secondary 56 E 15 10 2

Technical secondary 11 4 111 1 4

Teacher training 4 1

4 Boys 20 7 131 5

Girls 13 4 113 I 4

Coed 8 u 2 1 1

5 Boarding 30 6 10 1in
Day 38 26 5 2 5

Day + boarding 3 1

6 Urban 18 414

Suburban 12 0 5

Rural 13 2 El 5 1

7 One- shift 71 33 in 12 6

18 One- storey 21 5 210

Two - storey 28 al 7 6

Three storey 15 111 2 1 1

Four- storey 5 ira 1 1
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AREA/PUPI L SPECIAL CLASSROOMS

Special classrooms are rooms usually devoted to teaching
geography, arts and crafts, or technical subjects not re-
quiring laboratory or workshop facilities. The survey in-
formation indicates that they do not differ greatly from
general classrooms in physical requirements. Special stop,
age or display needs or the presence of a teacher for the
particular subject may be reasons for their existence. The
distribution and number of special clam ooms is varied,

2.0

1.5

0

a.0

60

0.5

as shown in graph 11. The rooms are considerably under-
utilized in many schools. The graph shows that schools
in the 200 to 400 enrolment range have an area per pupil
in special classrooms of up to 1.5 m2 but that larger
schools tend to have between 0.25 and 0.5 m2 per pupil,
if any such rooms are provided. 37 per cent of schools
have no special classrooms. Matrix 9 gives details.

GRAPH 11
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AREA/PUPIL : LABORATORIES

Laboratories may be for general science or for A single
science subject. Area differences between different sub-
jects have not been analysed. Graph 12 shows the range
of area per pupil recorded, from less than 0,2 to over
1,5 m2 The occurrence of larger areas in schools with
smaller enrolment is fairly marked,

Matrix 13 analyses the effect of different types of
school, Rural schools and boarding schools have a

median value of over 0.75 m2 per pupil as compared
to a general median of about O. m2, Seventeen,per,..
cent of the schools have no laboratories, notably among
those with enrolments of over 1 200 pupils, Schools with
under 600 pupils generally have considerably more special
classrooms and laboratories than those with over 1 200
pupils,

GRAPH 12
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MATRIX 13

TOPIC 21 AREA/PUPIL: LABORATORIES

Tools, 0,25 - VS - 0,75 +

Topics 72 24 Fil 21

33% 38% 29%

1 Africa 43 14 [El 18

33% 26% 41%

Asia 29 10 16 3

35% 55% 10%

3 General secondary 65 21 17

32% 42% 26%

Technicai secondary 4 Li,
00%

Teacher training 3 3

100%

4 Boys 24 9 8

1 38% 29% 33%

Girls 14 1 L. 6

7% 50% 43%

'Co-ed 17 5 6

29% 35% 35%

5 Boarding 29 8 5 16

28% 17% 55%

Day 40 15 4

38% 52% 10%

Day + boarding 3 1 Lij 1

33% 33% 33%

6 Urban 32 11 5

34% 50% 16°/,

Suburban 16 5 6 5

31% 37% 32%

Rural 18 4 4 10

22% 22% 56%

7 One-shift 61 21 g 18

34% 36% 30%

Two-shift 11 3

,is 3

27% 45% 27%

18 One-storey 25 3 la 10

12% 40%48%

Two-storey 29 1,1 L 7 6

48% 24% 28%

Three-storey 10 5 [T 1

50% z. 40% 10%

Four-storey 7 2 Li 2

29% 42% 29%
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AREA/STATION : LABORATORIES

The range of area/._tatIon In laboratories Is from less than 1,5 to over 5 m2, Graph 14 shows that a more generous area

per station In general classrooms Is generally matched by a greater area per station In laboratorles,

t,A2 2.9

2.5
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SITE AREA/PUPIL

Information on size of site is available for 53 schools, The
range of area per pupil is from 4 to 4000 m2

Matrix 16 examines site area for different types of
schools and shows regional differences : African schools,
about 80 m2 median; Asian, 20 to 30 m2; and Latin
American, 10 to 20 m9 As might be expected, boarding
and rural schools have a high value: over BO m2 median;
urban and day schools 20 to 30 m2.

MATRIX 15

Single-storey schools have a median site area/pupil of
40 to 80m2, three-storey schools have 20 to 30m2 and
four-storey, 10 to 20m2, which reflects a pressure on
urban building land. As such schools tend to be large,
the actual site available for sports may be acceptable.
Two-storey schools have just as much site area/pupil as
single-storey.

TOPIC 37 SITE AV,A/PUPIL

Totals 10 20 30 40 80 80+

Topic 53 5 9 IA 7 166

11 Africa 32 2 7 2 5 16

Asia 9 3 2 2 2

Latin America 12 3 6 1 2

3 General secondary 45 2 8 7 5 16

Technical secondary 6 0 1 1 1

Teacher training 2 2

4 Boys 14 4 2 1

Girls 10 2 1 2 5

Co.ed 12 2 3 1 2 4

5 Boarding 21 1 2 2 1

Day 29 4 9 8 4 4

Day + boarding 3 I/ 1

6 Urban 20 1 3 6 El 5 5

Suburban 10 1 1 2 1

Rural 10 2 2 El

7 One- shift 47 5 7 9 6 16

Two - shift 6 2 1 1

18 One. storey 16 1 2 4 7Ell

Two- storey 18 4 3 1 ID 8

Three- storey 12 2 3 Ell 3 1

Four storey 6 2 2
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LIVING AREA/PUPIL

Thirtythree of the schools studied have residenthll cr
boarding accommodation. The number of boarders is not
always stated, so living area per pupil may not reflect the
amount of space needed to house one pupil.

Graph 16 shows living area per pupil against day school
area per pupil. Living area ranges from under 1 to over

t,A2 287

25

20

15

10

5

14 m2 per pupil but in schools with boaders only, the
lower limit is about 4 m2. There is some correlation bet-
ween living and day areas.

Boarding schools may have a total area per pupil of
from 9 to 27 m2 when living area is added to a day area
of from 5 to 13 m2 per pupil.

GRAPH 16
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POTENTIAL WORKING WEEK AND STANDARD WEEK

It was not recorded whether schools work five or six days
in a week but six days would appear to be usual, resulting
in a range of pupil hours per day of between 3,8 and 5.3,
not including time spent in sport, meals or private study.
A week of 44 periods of 40 minutes, or 29,3 hours, is used

by the African Regional Institute for comparison purposes
and has been used in this analysis. However, the potential
use of buildings is far greater than 29,3 hours per week
(under 5 hours per day).

UTILIZATION OF GENERAL CLASSROOMS

Matrix 17 shows utilization for different types of schools,
all of which are in Africa, The median value for pupil
hours in general classrooms is between 20 and 22 out of
a median of between 26 and 27 hours per week that each

06

MATRIX 17

group receives instruction. Most schools have a classroom
base for each class or group and these rooms will there-
fore be used about 80 per cent of the school day if they
are only used by the group based there,

TOPIC 71 HOURS/ROOMS: GENERAL
CLASSROOMS

Totals 20- 24- 28- 28+

Topic 43 16 7 6in

1 Africa 43 16 7 614

3 General secondary 38 14 6 612

Technical secondary 2 1 1

Teacher training 3 1 2

4 Boys 20 9 5 213
Girls 13 5 1

Co-ed 8 5 1 2

5 Boarding 29 13 10

Day 11 2 fl 5

Day + boarding 3 1 0 1

6 Urban 18 5 113 2 6

Suburban 12 5 111 4

Rural 13 6 1

7 One-shift 43 16 14 7 6

18 One-starey 16 E 4 1

Twa-storey 19 5 4 3

Three-starey 7 2 1E1 3

Four-storey 1 1

Note: Asian and Latin American schools not included



OVERALL UTILIZATION OF EDUCATION SPACE

It is difficult to find a valid method for evaluating the
overall utilization of a school. However, a sum of utiliz-
ation of educational area (classrooms, laboratories and

workshops) is possible.
The actual area per station in rooms (i.e. area per pupil

available when the average group is using a room) is mul-
tiplied by the number of hours per week that the space
is used to give an index figure which enables overall com-

parisons to be made. For example, a space which has

1.5 m2 per station and which Is used 20 hours per week

would have an overall utilization of 30 m2 hours/week/
station which can be called space hours per week per
station.

The space hours/week/station can be summed up for
all educational areas and compared With the educational

32

7,

area/pupil in the sal iool, multiplied by the standard week
of 29.3 hours (this being the total space hours/pupq the-

oretically available per week). The result, as a percbritage,
is a measure of the use of all eddcational space. (Educa-

tional space has a median value of about 50 per cent of
total school area.)

Graph 62 shows overall utilization of educational
space, a median value of 60 per cent or 17.5 hours/week.
Schools with lower area/pupil have a better utilization
because they have mainly (or only) general classrooms.
Lines showing equivalent area in use for the whole week
have been drawr and, although educational area/pupil
varies from about 1.5 to over 7.5 m2, the area in use in
all schools lies in a much narrower range from 1.25 to
3 m2, 80 per cent of schools having under 2 m2.

GRAMM
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COST INFORMATION AVAILABLE AND COST BASIS

Details of cost of buildings and their site, equipment and
furnishing costs proved difficult to obtain. A considerable
range : costs per m2 and costs per place does emerge
but, as all cost figures are expressed in US dollars using

current exchange rates, these may need to be modified
to take account of the cost of living in each country.
Such an exercise is outside the scope of this study.

COST/PUPIL

The cost per pupil net varhs from $49 to $2130, with a
median value of $250 per pupil.

Graph 20 shows cost per pupil against GNP per capita
in each country. The more prosperous the country, the
greater the expenditure per pupil. A linear relationship
of 1:2 is a good basis for comparison in countries havin6
a GNP per capita of more than $100 (the UK operates
a cost imit of about $900 per pupil and has a GNP per
capita of $1600). However, the poorer countries tend

00 0
00

GRAPH 20

to have many schools built at a much higher cost per
pupil.

Graphs 21 and 22 show the relationships between the
basic units of measure of cost per pupil (cost per sq, metre
and area per student) and the GNP per capita at the time
when the schools were built. This illustrates the specific
policies which certain countries need to re-examine. Most
particularly, countries with a low GNP can ill afford to
build schools with high areas per student.
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GRAPH 21

GRAPH 22
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COST/M2 NET

The median cost per m2 is $50 but the range found is
from $22,6 to $197. Graph 23 shows the cost per pupil,
cost per m2 and area per pupil. Lines indicating mean,
maximum and rriilimum cost per m2 are shown.

Cost per pupil and area per pupil result from dividing
total cosi and total area by the number of enrolled pupils.
Nevertheless, a marked relationship between cost per m2

and cost per pupil can be seen. The greater the cost per
rn2 the larger the area per pupil and consequently cost
pur pupil.

A regression line has been shown on graph 23. Although
the ranges of values found are wide (scnools with cost per
pupil of $250 can cost from $30 to $80 per m2 while
schools built at $50 per m2 can have a cost per pupil of
from $100 to $500) the regression line formula of cost
per pupil 515 x (area/puplI)2 - (area/pupII) gives a good
approximation to median values over the range 3 to 10 m2,

Area/Pupil Costhn2 Cost/pupil

3 30 90
4 45 180

5 300
75 450
90 630

8 105 840
10 135 1 350

It is significant that each extra square metre of area per
pupil increases the overall cost per m2 by $15. A doubling
of the cost per pupil gives a 33 per cent increase In area
per pupil compared to a 50 per cent increase in cost per
m? This may indicate that space provision is controllable
at design stage but that specification and cost of the build-
ing are less so when more money is available. Matrix 24
shows how cost per rn2 varies between the three rejions
studied.

GRAPH 23
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MATRIX 24

TOPIC 85 COST/m2 NET

Totals 30- 40- 50 - 70 - 70+

Topic 71 7 20 11 24 9

10% 28% 15% 3-1% 13%

Africa 24 1 6 4 E 4

4% 25% 17% 37% 17%

Asia 19 5

26% 58% 16%

Latin America 28 1 3 6 in 5

4% 11% 21% 46% 18%

COST OF DESIGN

Design cost is recorded for 28 schools and ranges from
under $1 per pupil to over $300. Expressed as percentoges
of net cost per pupil, design cost varies from 1.4 per cent
to 16.8 per cent. The rate is fairly consistent within a
given country, NorthWest Africa 4.6 to 8.7 per cent;

East Africa 12.2 to 15.7 per cent; Central Asia (2) from
12.3 to 16.8 per cent; South-East Africa, 2.5 and 6.4
per cent; and Central Asia (1)from 1.4 to 2.0 per cent.
The low cost of design in Central Asia (1) is due to the
use of simple standard structures.

COST OF EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE

This information is recorded for only a few schools and
what is included under this heading Is not stated. It would
be unwise to try to draw any conclusions. The range of
costs recorded are from $47 to $549 per pupil for equip-

72

ment and furniture or between 20 per cent and 30 per
cent of net cost per pupil. No information on schools built
at the lowest costs per pupil is available and it may be as-
sumed that very little equipment is provided in these
schools.
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APPENDIX VI

A METHOD FOR DETERMINING TEACHING ACCOMMODATION NEEDS

by Jacques Sou lat

This document has been prepared at the request of the
Educational Building Section, Department of Planning
and Financing of Education, as a result of evidence that
teaching accommodation in many schools around the
world is not efficiently used. This paper is intended to
help both central administrations and headmasters to
determine space needs for efficiently used premises.

The contents of this document are the views of the
consultant and are not to be regarded as Unesco policy.

INTRODUCTION

From experience it is clearly evident that most school
buildings are not efficiently used. Ont of the reasons
for that low use factor lies in the poor administrative
organization of schools particularly at the secondary
level. The situation would be greatly improved by
shifting the school organization from the present form
(class) room system to the subject room system. Such
a change would avoid teaching spaces being unoccupied
during lesson time. This would permit headmasters to
increase school enrolments without increasing facilities.
In the case of schools in the planning stage, fewer
teaching spaces would need to be built than have been
built for schools using form rooms.

The purpose of this paper is to draw up a simple
method for estimating teaching space needs according
to the subject room system; this will enable central
administrations as well as headmasters to plan their
school building expansion programme responsibly,
knowing how much space they already have and whether
it is being used to greatest advantage.

This work contains an explanation of the methodology
and its application to real cases drawn from a recent
experience in Africa : a new combined secondary and
terminal school in North Africa and an existing secondary
academic school in East Africa.

The simplest method for determining the number of
each kind of teaching spaces required for a given second-
ary school can be expressed as S where :

$ v. Needed teaching spaces
L v Total subject loading per week
U v Room use per week

1. The total subject loading depends both on the curricu-
lum and on the anticipated or present enrolment of the

school. It is obtained by multiplying the number of
weekly teaching periods per subject with the number
of projected or existing classes.

Example : assuming a 10-class school where each class would
have the same number of teaching periods per subject irres-
pective of grade :

SUBJECTS No.of weekly No. of Subject loading
teaching
periods

classes per week

Mother tongue 6 10 60
Foreign language 4 10 40
History 4 10 40
Geography 4 10 ao
Mathematics 10 60
Religious instruction 2 10 20
Science 4 10 40
Music 2 10 20
Physical education 2 10 20

Total 34 90 340

2. The room use is determined by the potential number of
periods per week during which a room could be occupied,
according to the weekly routine which is or will be fol-
lowed by the school, reduced by 10 per cent for small
schools and 20 per cent for large comprehensive schools
for flexibility in arranging the time-table*.

EXAMPLE Weekly routine

Monday to Friday
8 p,x 5 = 40p.

Saturday 4 p.

1

8.40 . 9.25
9,36 . 10.20

10,30 . 11.16
11.26 - 12.10
12.10 .13,66
14.00 . 14.46

I14 66 . 16 . 401
16.60 . 16.36
i 6.46 . 17,30

First period
Second period
Third period
Fourth period
Lunch break
F ifth period
Sixth period
Seventh period
Eighth period

1

8.40 . 9.26 First period
9,36 . 10,20 Second period

10,30 . 11.16 Third period
11.26 12.10 Fourth period

In that case the room use would be U 2244 periods
4 periods (10 %) -!.. 40 periods

* The flexibility factor will vary according to tho complexity of
the pedagogic organization of the school.
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3. The resultant, which should be calculated separately
for rooms allotted to i.he teaching of academic sub
jects on the one hand arid of specialized subjects on
the other, is rounded upwards to the nearest whole
integer.

Example

Number of rooms needed for academic subjects

Mother tongue 60
Foreign language 40
H istory 40
Geography 40
Mathematics 60
Religious Instruction 20

74

M10111111.1

Total 260

Divided by 40 periods: 2§-2-= 6.6 rounded up to 7 classrolms
40

Number of rooms needed for specialized subjects :

Science 40

Divided by 40 periods :IL= 1 laboratory
40

Music

Divided by 40 periods: = 0.50

Physical Education

Divided by 40 periods: 2.-9- 0.60
40

Thus, the number of teaching spaces needed for that
particular school would be :

7 ordinary classrooms
+ 1 science laboratory
+ 1 multi.purpose gymnasium

20

I. 1 multi.
purpose

i20 gymnasium

9

4. Following are two applications and several blank
form3 which may be used for assessing the capacity
of existing schools and for determining room needs
for new building programmes.
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